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CHAPTB:R I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFIBITION OF TERMS USED 
During the last quarter or the nineteenth century 
and the first halt ot the tweDtieth century, there has been 
an intense search with the intent or developing a new har-
monic vocabulary througn vhioh the composer aight find a 
contemporary aeans or expressin. Diverse methods have been 
used to attain this end. The unchallenged supreaacy ot 
tonality has yielded to the infiltration or pantonality and 
atonality. Dodecaphonic and aicrotonal aethods or composi-
tion have further widened the gap between traditional and 
aodern methods. Further developments in electronics have 
exploited less conventional means or expression. Througn 
the years many or the more radical concepts have given way 
to moderation. Bim1larl7, methods or the oouon practice 
era have been expanded, toresaken, and revived. Througn 
the anal7sis or a coaposer' s idiom, these new departures 
and new guises ot the traditional means are revealed. 
I. 'rHE PBOBLDI 
Btatemst 2! .1i:!1! problem. It is the purpose ot this 
stud7 to bring under examination representative compositions 
ot Francia Poulenc 1) to detel'lline the ha:naonic idiom; and 
2) to compare the hal'llonic st7lea or eaoh composition to 
detel'llline vhet.her the7 embrace one hal'llonic concept or 
ditterst. st.7le periods. 
2 
Importance 2.t the atu4y. Varied docUIIentative 
accounta haTe reTe&led the reper\oire, ganeral atJle, ud 
life of Pov.lenc. Moat of theae wr1t1Dga haTe taken the 
toN ot biographical aketohea and co-entariea on firat 
pertol'IIIIDCea. Since it ia not the prille concern of these 
vritinga, at7liatio aaaeaaaent ia often treated aa if it 
were of aecondarr illportuoe. In moat 1nat11Doea, general-
ization• aupplJ the qu&litatiTe at7le 11D&17aea. In addition 
to these accounts, the vri.ter haa found 1Dauft1cient material 
1n the fol'll of IIDalJtiC&l· atudi.ea reTe&liDg hia hal'IIOnic idiom. 
The importuce of IIDJ an&lJtic&l atudf of a composer• a 
hal'llonio idiom 18 &lao relat.1Te to the eate• of the 
coapoaer. On this baaia, the popv.laritJ alone of manJ of 
Pov.leoh compositions would warrant the preaent atud7. 
Ja! Concerto !2.£ .1& Piapoa, the Contertg ts.£ Orsp, IIDd 
more recent17 the Gloria haTe llleen 1f1del7 acclaimed ud 
become fu1liar to both the ooaoert audieaoe and the record 
collector. HoweTer, vhea Pov.lenc ia placed 1n proper 
historical perapeotiTe, his place graata him greater aigni• 
fioance 1n addition to popular oonaenaua. 
Erik Batie (1866-1925), 1n hia outward detiuee, 
exaggerated a1mplicitJ, ud aatire, became the spiritual 
father of a group of IIUB1oiana that gathered around the poet 
Jean Cooteau 1n the first quarter of the twentieth oenturr. 
The literarr ideals of Cocteau ~musical counterparts 1n 
the compositions of Darius K1lhaud, .Arthur Heusser, Georges 
3 
Auric, Germaine fa1lletere, Louie Durey, J'rancia Poulenc, 
and other leaaer known oont.aporar1ea. With Ooct.eau aa 
their literary tisurehead, theae ooapoaera becue known 
internat.ionall7 aa "Lea Six." 
Adopting the alaple and 11.at.Ul'&l, tree tl'OJI over-eoa-
plexitiea and atr1pped ot ornaaentation, "Lea Six" and 
Stravinaty, who waa l1T1ns 1n Parle at. the tiae, produced 
worlta ot a new genua. fhe fens Beo-Claaaioi• baa been 
applied to the at.rle that. vaa gj.ven 1apet.ua by theae aen. 
fheir ideela were aclveNe to ,t.boae ot Roa .. t.1o1•, 
Iapreea1on1aa, and Prlai t.1 rtaa. fhe aualeal laae;e ot the 
at.aoaphere analasoua to that ~1oh captivated Hearl de 
foulouae-Laut.reo (1864-1901) prortded a t1nal det1nit1Te 
atyl1atio coaponent ot "Lea S1x.• fhe Par1aian dance-hall 
and oabaret tunea, beaet. with Jaaz idioaa, added a d1at1not1ve 
nat.1ona11aa. 
fhe tens "Lea Six'* waa proven a tew yeara later to 
be an erroneous oouot.ation tor t.llta group ot auaioiua. 
Only Arthur Honegger, Dariua K1lhaud, and J'raneta Poulenc 
aurvtved the tate or paaatng 1nt.o obaour1tr. ot the three, 
Honegger waa never tull7 oapt1vated by the burleaqueoeaa 
ot the Par1s1u dance-hall. Inat.eacl, he reverted to aore 
architectural typea ot ooapoa1t1on, d1aplay1ns a aore 
dynu1c nature w1 th a richer ud th1oker texture, stronger 
rbythllio ideas, ud aore diaaonant hanson1es. K1lhaud, 
exploiting aanr aediuas, also ahared aeveral ot Honegger'• 
un-French ideals. In addition, he combines el•enta 
at ... ing trom French avirouat, Jewish hel"itage, Bal"l• 
Jass, and Latin infiuencea troa South .Amel"ica. Poulcc 
alone baa Htained a style vh1ch can be found to have 
developed tl"Oa the ideal& aet to~ in "Lea Six". CaptUI"ing 
a tl"'.le Pa1"1aian apil"it ot piety and nonohalanee, unoluttel"ed 
with ext~• 4iaaonance, the auaic ot Poulcc I"epl"eaenta 
the 'piece !! resistance' of "Lea Six". 
II. DEFIHI!IOIS OF TERMS USED 
Added-pot• chorda. FoNiP eleaota that have bea 
added to a hamonic atl'tlctuN aH classified as eithel" 
essential Ol" non•eBiential elaenta. !he lattel" &H toms 
ot non•bamoaio tonea. Added-tonea, which aN not Hoopized 
1D othel" atl"'.lctural olaaaiticationa aa be1Dg eithel" a 
neceaaal"y component Ol" non-hamonio function, become essen-
tial tones ot added-note ohor4a. 
runotion!l h&£!091. In traditional hamonic progl"Ba-
aion, theN exists only thl"Be 't.JPea of ohol"d funotions 
tonic, aubdoainant, and dominant. Jll othel" chord 
atl"'.lctul"e& &1"8 vai"ianta Ol" substitutes fol" theae functional 
h&moniea. !he aupertonic ia a tom of aubdoainant hamony, 
and the leading tone and aubaHiat ohor4a &N aubsti tutea 
tor dominant and tonic function at.l"'.lctul"BB I"e&peetively. 
!he aediant tl"i&d is the only structure that can be ei the!" 
a function of doa1nant. or tonic h&lWony. Seventh, ninth, 
5 
eleTenth, ad thirteenth ol:ao-• are enlarsed triadic 
structures which retain their el.•eatal triadic claaa1ti• 
cationa ot tonic, au'bdoa1nat, or 4oa1nant tuDot1on. The 
"Keapolitan aixth11 chord and the &\lSII&nted-sixth chorda are 
tome ot eu'bdoainant hamony. 
Graphs. 'l'his is an 1neluai Te tem tor a aeries ot 
analyses preeeated in the tom ot aueeeaaiTe leTela ot 
tunetion. 'l'he technique uau&lly incorporates tour d1tterent 
lnele ot &Dalyeia: (l) a traditional analysis; (2) a 
reduction ot the tiret analysis ahovtng the haraonic 
direction ot the ooapoaition ~Uih 11 tunot1onal haraon1ea 6 ; 
(}) the resulting areas ot ha1'11on1o denlo:s-ent; and (4) 
a reduction ot the third lnel ot aalyaia ahovtng the 
broadeat concept ot haraonio deTelopaeat and direction. 
This teolmique will be used only 1n Chapter VI on OOBSOLIDA'fiOlf 
and the APPDDIX. A aore t.horeugh explaation ot the wr1 ter' • 
toraul.at.ione ia preae:ated 1n ooueotion with these analyeee 
in Chapter VI. 
Hampic stnotun. H&aonic etruoturea are nrtical 
toraations ot tones, which are either the reaul. t ot linear 
aoTeae:at or preconoei Ted ohol'll&l . structures. 
Poll0h9r4•• AD 1nclua1 Te tem denotillg the e1aul-
taneoua coab1llat1on ot two or aore 1ndependeat ohol'dal 
structures troa d1tter-.t hal'IIOnic areae. 
6 
Tertian chords. Hamonic structures that. are 
constructed by the addition ot successive major and minor 
thirds, forming triads and seventh, ninth, eleventh, and 
thirteenth chords are classified as tertian chords. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF REXAINDER OF THE THESIS 
Chapter II contains a general presentation ot 
Poulenc's stylistic characteristics. Each of the remaining 
chapters will be devoted to an assessment. ot a particular 
phase of his harmonic idiom, beginning with the smallest. 
unit. and gradually adding other developments until the 
amalgamation of all these are reunited to form an entity. 
Chapter III presents a preliminary discussion ot the 
development of hamonic structure and methods ot embellishing 
these structures. A BASIC CONCEPT OF TONALITY, in Chapter 
IV, presents the use and application ot these structures 
within tonality. MODULATION and SEQUENCE are presented in 
Chapter v. The segmenting ot particular aspects ot Poulenc's 
style being contained in these preceding chapters, Chapter 
VI contains the larger concepts ot applying unity to these 
idioms. A SUMMARY and CONCLUSION, Chapter VII, is followed 
by an APPENDIX, which contains successive graph analyses 
of tour complete works and a section from the Dialowes 2! 
~ camelites. These works will tumish the material tor 
the investigations and discussions in the body ot the thesis. 
7 
The following 1nTeatigat1oaa do not att .. pt to aaaesa 
Poulcc '• aiglliticmee u a eoapoaer. JJei ther do the7 
eT&luate peHonal tast.e, expreaa1on, or the act. ot 
oreati Ti t.7 or its 111pulae. These are but unique aapeota 
ot peHoaal preterenoea an4 att1nitiea. The inTeatigationa 
and appraisals vtll be eonceme4 v1 th the teobnical an4 
theoretical aspects ot Poulcc 1 a coapos1tiona. Although 
these aspects are not inseparable troa the pe!'Bonal, the7 
are concerned with the aateri&l substance and ita applioa-
t1on, and do not att .. pt to &Dawer the question ot 
aelect1T1t7 which re.aina atr1ot17 a matter ot pe!'Bonal 
prete1'81lce. 
OH.AP!ER II 
GEIERAL Sni.IS!IC OIUBAC!ERIS!ICS 
A technical study of any one aapeot of a ooaposer's 
style necessitates a broader, 110re general ooTerage of his 
coaplete style from which proper perapeoti Te aay be gained. 
Following so closely after the ooapoaer's death on January 
30, 1963, a summation of Fouleno'a stylistic oharaoteriatioa 
would perhaps be preswapt.uous on the part of the writer. 
Also, aany recent trends may be oTerl.ooked, llh1oh in later 
years could proTe to haTe been a1pit1oant. !his may be 
characteristic of the oompoaitiona that are not aT&ilable 
at this time for analysis and comparison, ainoe they are 
the product of Pouleno' a moat. recet endeawura. HoveTer, 
Talid associations aay be drawn from the available aaterial. 
Mature t.rai ts aay be seen as 1;tle reaul t of earlier innuenoea 
and endeaTOra. Also, many mat'tlre deTelopaenta aay be 
attributed to recent relationships and experieeea. !ae 
vri ter has di Tided the following presentation of Po'tlleno' a 
style into fol'lllati n years ad mature style. Since there 
is not a complete d1ehGtomy of Pouleno' a mature at.Jle, 
turthe~ delineation of periods of atyliatio olasa1fioation 
ia not warranted. 
I. PORMl!IVJ: DARB 
Francie Pouleno vas born in Paris on January 4, 189,9 
to Elllile Pouleno and Jenny Boyer. His father' a side of the 
9 
family is not represented in the a:rta b7 my out.atanding 
personality, but it did exercise a passive en3o111ent md 
toleration of music. 'fhe Boyers, on the other hand, were 
1 
entirely absorbed in the artistic. world. Art, ausic, and 
espee1all7 drama were a ooncern of the entire faail:T. The 
mature Poulenc has often spoken of his JBOther's impeccable 
musical taste and p1anist1c aoh1eveaents, whioh gave h1lll 
manr delightful moments in his early rears. 2 
Nurtured in this env1l"'Olllent syapathetio to the arts, 
Poulenc began to study piano at age five. Although Poulenc 
received his acadeaic training at. a state supported second-
al'7 school, he had alva:rs hoped to study at the Paris 
Conservato1'7. HoweTer, on his father's ins1stance, he 
remained at the Lye'• Coadoroet. 
The works of many composers ectuallY fascinated and 
intrigued the young pianist. At the age of eight the works 
of Claude Debussr, with their ext.eRded st:ruotures implJing 
incorrect notes, supplied the stimulus. Poulenc had to 
experiment and reconstruct these· chords on his own, since 
he vas not able to perform Debussr's compositions at this 
time. S1m11arlr, the songs of J'ranz Schubert had a profound 
effect upon the roung Poulenc. Onl7 'three rears after his 
· 
1Henr1 Hillt Franfis Poul.Pc (New York: Grove Press, 
Inoorporat.ed, 19591, ~. 
2 Iba.d., Po 2. 
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fascination 111. th the idioas of Debussy, he became familiar 
111.th the works of Schubert through W1ntem1ae. Through 
thia sons oyole and eapeoiaJ.ly. ":Die Nebenaonnen" came the 
awakening and att1n1t;r to melod;r. In the early ;rears of 
the twentieth oentur;r, the wrks of Igor Strartnsk;r vera 
raoei ved by the Parisian audiences 111. th mixed teel.1ngs. 
However, t.o man;r ooaposera of the ;rounser generation, the 
attraction to the st;rlist.ic innovations of .D,! J'ir!bird, 
Petrouh!ra' and the &a 2! Sp£1ps wu 1Dediat.e. Poulenc 
vas innuenoed by these works, vhieh is. evident in his 
earl.;r attempts at. composition. .& "straTinakian" use of 
fanfares and l'h;rthm1o devices, together 111.th the reneetions 
of his other captivations, are clearly visible in these 
works. Poulenc readily ada1t.a these works are but. imitations 
ot the styles of these ••• 3 An unpublished early piano 
composition, D.! Prooeaa19!al £21: the Oreaat.ion g.t ~ 
H&Dd&riD, is one suoh example. !he innuence in this work 
is seen in ita parallel to the "Chinese March" from 
s~ravinalty 1 s lUsbt'pffeJ•· These precocious attempts at 
composition led t.o an earl7 auo.oeas at the as• of nineteen 
" with the troia Kpuywent.s Pematu.!lt. 
At sixteen, Pouleno becUle a student at the Spanish 
N~ _, 
pianist, Ricardo Vines. tJmder the guidance of Vil!l.es, 
Pouleno devel.oped the pUn1.stic nair he had shown in his 
3 ~·· p. 27. 
11 
;routh 1Jlto a mature at;rle. "'' VlJiea was also responsible 
for h1B ;roung student's acquaintances. ThrouSh V1nea, 
Poulenc met Georges Auric, lll"ik Satie, aDd oTe&BDe Bathol"i. 
This latter acquaintance, a prom1Dent a1.Dger whose cirole 
of :trienda was quite large, was responsible :tor Pou1eno 1e 
introduction to Arthur Hon886er. Also, at this tille, 
Gerwa1Jle 'raUlefere and Louis Dure7 were added to hie list 
of new aoquaintancea. At an earlier date, Pouleno had 
met Darius Jlilhaud at a tem1ie part7. On th1a occasion, 
a :triendship was not conawmated wJlen Pouleo was refused 
hie elder's autograph. 4 However, on KUhaud 1 s retum from 
Brazil in 1919, a bond of fr1•dah1p developed. l'ou1eno 
and K1lhaud becue ver;r cloae in the :tollowing ;reare, and 
often traveled to Austria and Ital;r together to meet the 
leading 111Ua1o1ans of these countries. During these tripe, 
they had occasion to meet Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Bert;, 
Anton Weber.n, Al:tredo Casella and Gienfranceaco Kalipiero. 
In Paris, it was at the studio ot Felix Delgrange, 
a celliat, that aan;r of l!oulenc 1 a assoo1at1ona nurtured. 5 
Informal concerts of the coapoa1t.1ana of •811.7 Qf the moat 
promis1ng musicians were gi.Ten here. 'fhe 001111011 bonds 
of friedahip grew whlle new 1.4eaa were exchanged. T.Jnder 
the tutelage of Satie, Auric, 'ra111efere, Honegger, 
4 Ibid. o Po 5o 
5 ill!• o Po 13o 
12 
Roland-JI&n.uel, and PoUl.ene, san their first Joint presen-
tatioa;.·O'f new ooapositiona as "lea .louveaux Jeunes 11 in 
1918. 6 In the ensuing two rears., the new aesthetic that 
had been propounded was exploi tecl. 
The ideals and aias of. this group of muaieians were 
presented 1n man1 articles and eaaars b7 Ra111ond Radiquet, 
Jean Cocteau, Henri Collet, and other joUl'Dalista. 7 
SiaplicitJ, terseness, and clarit7 were the aain requisites. 
Their ideals were mascUline, and ther opposed the "old 
fashioned decorative paganiu of the late nineteenth 
century."8 In "Jazz", the7 fouad a priaitive mascUline 
energr. The fainine--the elegant and delicate, the refined 
showing an exquialteness of taste, and. the unpretentious--
which is never oompletelr foresaken in l'renllh art, was 
manifest in a new and sillple feeling for prettiness. Also, 
' the cafes, dance-halls, and people of Montmartre, 'Which 
served as a source of inspiration for an earlier generation 
of painters (Henri de ToUlouse-Lautrec, C811l1lle Piasaro, 
and Edouard Manet), were renected in musical Clh&raoterizat.1ons. 
The compositions that resul.ted from theae ideals 
were Short, unpretentious pieces. S1aplicit7 sovemed 
melodic line, rh7tha, aeter, and hamonr. Each el•ent waa 
Press, 
6xart1n Cooper, ll'repch Music (London: Oxford th:livereit7 
196.1) • p. 183. 
7~., PP• 183-197. 8 !!!!!· • p. 184. 
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subJected to momenta of aggresaiTeneaa, which quickly 
subsided and returned to a state of complacency. E!hythllio 
complexities were introduced in the tom ot "Jazz• synco-
pations or •straTinsltian" concepts of ril7tbaic deTelopaent. 
Complex hal'llonio textures resulted from the use of bitonal 
and polrtonal deTelopments. The ideals hom which these 
deTelopments grew are SUIIIIIar1secl by Cooteau in the 
following: 
Take a commonplace, olean it, polish it, and place 
it 1n a light so that 1t. strikea the l1atcer or rea4er 
by ita routh, b7 the §•• trealmeaa and power that it 
originall7 poaseaaed. 
The critic Henri Collet haa bee attributed with 
originating the misnomer of "Lea Six•. This tel'll he 
applie4 to the group ~eluding Auric, Milhaud, Ta1lletere, 
Durer, Bone1515er, and Poulenc. Al tho116h this group . ot 
composers we.re all associates, the7 all did not tull7 
adopt the aew aesthetic that was aupposedl7 a uniTers&litr. 
Milhaud in Notes Wifbgut Music relates his dissatiataotion 
w1 th Collet in the following: 
Quite arbitrarily he [Collet.] had choaen six namea: 
• • • , ••r.17 'beoauae we bew one another, were sood 
tricmda, aa4 had tisu,re4 on the aaae prograaa: C~Uite 
irrespeotiTe of our ditfereat teaperaaenta and wholly 
41aa1m1lar tharaotera. A¢o and Po'lllLtlllo were partiaans 
ot Cooteau 1a ideM, Honeger 4er1Ted fNII the Geman 
romantics, .. d I from Medite~eea lJrioiaa.lO 
9Ib1d., p. 135. 
lOJ>ariua M1lbaud, Nttj7 WiN!!llt Mua1o (Hew York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), P• • 
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Poulenc further qualified their dissiailarities: 
• • • the diversity of our m'llsioal ideals, our likes 
and dislikes preclude a couon aesthetic. What could 
be more dissiailar thaD the writ of Bone_ger &Rd the 
work o~ .Aur1c? JUlhsv" .adaia4 Kapard.Dl.beric 
Msgaard, French ooapo.s.er; bom 1865; dbd 1914], 
bllt I didn't; neither of ua wu fond of the .u.1c of 
l'lo:rent Scbaitt respected. however, b7 Honegger. 
Honegger, on the other hand, reall7 defiised Satie 
whoa .luric, Kilhaud and myaelf a4ored. 
Durey added a further inconsistccy to this group 
designation of Collet's by abandoning these new ideals in 
1921. "Lea Six", the name which Collet origiJaated 1D his 
artioles in CioJaofiia, vas no longer, it ever, an appropriate 
group designation. However, the tel'll has serve4 as a 
generalization describing the style of the yoUDger 
generation of l':renoh composers fl"'Ol 1917-27. 
Poulcc 1 s first work of any consequence was Rap!!cUe 
Nesre (1917). The yoUDg composer reeeived enoourageaeot 
from the approval of Diagbiln and Stravinsky. Maurice 
Ravel also Y01ced his encouragement to the eighteen-yea:r-
old composer. The value of these faYOra'bl.e co1111ents is 
heightened by the fact that they were of a composition by 
a self-taught composer. Bot until Poulenc vas twenty-two 
years old did he study composition and then onlr for five 
short years. Ravel sensed this need for fo:rmal traiDiDg 
when he heard Rapsodie l!legre &Rd stressed Poulenc' s need 
11 Hell, 2!.• cit., pp. 20•21. 
for a disciplined fol'llal training. He tel t the young 
composer lacked the technical maatery of composi t1onal 
techniques. This adrtce by Ranl vas not heeded uat11 
Poulenc retumed from his military serrtce. 
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During his three years in the military (1918-21), 
Poulenc spent moat of thia tiae 1n the Ministry of 
ATiation as a typist.l2 In spite of this circumstance, 
these years were none the leas fruitful for the composer. 
" From this period cue the popular trpis Moy•ept Penetuels, 
Suite for Piano, !!n Impromptus, Valse, Sonata tor Piapo 
~. Sopata -'2£ 'l'wo Clarinets, ad two groups of songs--
a modest achieTement for the self-taught composer. 
Upon Poulenc's release from the military, he began 
to study compoa1t1on with Charles l!:oechlin--this time on 
M1lhaud 's adrtoe. The years spent with l!:oechlin (1921-24) 
proTided a final foraatiTe step of the composer. The 
earlier captiT&tions of inquiaitiTe youth, the ideas 
fostered and associations made through social contacts, 
ad serious study of piano left their indel1ble 1apression 
on Pouleno. Each vas instl'UIIetal 1n contributing to the 
dtT!lopment. of the young mua1c1&D. During the period of 
study with J:oechl1n, these enTirouctal and educational 
1nnuenoes were not suppressed or preTented. from being 
freely expressed. l:oeohl1n 'a approach to composition did 
12 lJ!!!•• Po 8. 
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not burden Poulao 'lf1 t.h rigorous clUoipline, which he tel t. 
hi a at.udat. unaui ted tor>. The assiduous task ot oontnpWltal 
aan1pulat.ioa·was by-passed tor> a freer> app1'0aoh. Poulenc 1 s 
weekly assiSJ~Bent.a were in the fora or tree tour>-part 
hamon1zat1ona ot th811es by llaoh.13 'fh1a type of study 
fostered and served aa a natural oontinuat.ion and oult1Y&t1on 
ot t.he talent ot t.he young ooapoaer>. 
II. JU'l'UIIJI: StiLE 
The tera "Lea 81x" ancl 1t.a 1apl1ed aesthetic, theush 
a a1anoaer>, serves aa a Y&lid aaaea~aent Gf Pouleno 's 
style. H1s ear>lf wol'lta are repreaent.at.1Ye ot ita 1deala 
and ooncepts. Poulao' a ti!"St larse-acale work, Lea B4ohea 
(1923), 1a 1nte!"eat1ng atyl1st.1cally, a1noe 1t r>eveals 
t.hese attini ties. Striking &1"8 1 ta qualities of i1'0DY and 
wit, which counter> Hfined aoaents ot elegance, ohal'll, and 
grace. Bell1ge!"eDt and exube!"&Dt outbur>sta oppose subtle 
change and p1'0Y14e contrast and pl"CCper> equllibriua.. £lwaya 
present 1a t.he a1r> ot extreae a1aplio1 ty, vhioh neYer> eYOll:ea 
a dull and labor>ioua feeling, e1t.her on behalf of the 
coaposer>1a ettorta or the ooapoait1on itselt. £11 eooaoay 
of inatl'\11laatat1on 1s chosen to present, po!"t.ny, and 
enhance these qualities th1'0ugh IIbert, UD!"elated aGYenent.a, 
which HCeiYe a ain1aUII of toraal 01'6&a1zat1on th1'0ughout 
the suite. 
l3Ibid., p. 22. 
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What eTOlTed aa Poulae'a aature atrle la •bodied 
in TOcal, solo inatl'UIIent.al, aa4 oaeabe:r ooapoait.iona. 
Poulao h&a aoomed the &J'IIphonr aad chosen to w:rlt 1f1 th 
the aaall, leas complex arobit.eetural to~. Formal 
organization in t.be compoaitiona :requiring a large:r oonoett 
ia attained through the Juxtaposition or cont:raating aooda 
aad ideas. Bina1'7, temaJ:"1, aad :rondo toraa a:re relied 
upon and used with :rash a1aplio1tr. fbia deoiaive 
prete:rac.e to:r these saalle:r toraa ia &lao aubatantiated 
b7 a :repertoire conaiating or well ove:r one hund:re4 aonsa, 
aaar ahol"t. piano wo:rlta, and ineid.ental auaic fo:r plara and 
til.lla. All the wo:rlta to:r large. ol!Oheat:ra, except 1D one 
1Jlatance, are auitea. 
Allied to Poulenc • a use of saall toraa 1a hi a econo•r 
of instl'UIIentation. Solo songs, a oappella cho:ral works, 
and small inatl'Wiftll.tal coab1n&t1ons attest to this distinct 
preference. Wbcm, aa 1n the oonoel"t.i, a full o:roheat:ra 
ia eaplo7ed, ita :reaou:rcea are never undul7 exploited 1n 
preference to cla:rit7 of texture. !he Geraaaic tradition 
ot exploiting aa eno:nait7 of 1Jlatl'llllentat1on, though 
perpetuated b7 aeve:ral F:renoh oouaterpa:rta to this tradition, 
h&a no place in the atrle or Po'al•c· 
It is not aurp:r1s1ng that Poulene should choose to 
oompoae in aecUua that incorporate the lte7board• ei the:r 
as a solo o:r aoooapanflng inatl'UIIent. As both accompanist 
aad soloist, he baa ottcm taken the dual role of ooapoae:r-
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pertomer. In addition to auaerous sonss, solo instl'Wiatal 
wol"lta, and chamber wol"lts, all fin of the concerti are 
composed for ke;rboard instl'Wients. !he piuistio flair 
that Poulenc had shown in his ;routh haa proven to be of 
maJor importance, not onl;r in perfol'llmoe and the mediua 
of composition, but also aa an aid and integral tool of 
composition. 
Poulenc 'a st;rle is the oompendiua of a1ap11oi t;r. 
Diapla;ring an artful l;rr1c1am, not unlike some of the moat 
gifted l;rriciata of the Roautic era, and a hal'lloaio idiom 
exclusive of twatieth centui"J complexities, he ia still 
able to cari"J a feeling of modemi t:r. !he oraftaan 1 a ak1ll 
of counterpoint and arduousness ot th•atio developaent ud 
frasaentat.ion are reJected in faYOr of a more staple texture, 
with melody a priae factor. 
For a ooapoaer to work ao oonaiatantl;r within the 
bonds of tonality in the twentieth oentui"J would seem 
sheer toll;r. However, Poulenc, uains a chord gl'UIIIar that 
ia considered b7 man;r of his oont•porariea all but defunct, 
manages, with the aid of extended traditional concepts, 
to keep abreast of the ttae. He ia aided in hia uae ot a 
leas coaplex harmonic idiom b;r the rakiahaeas of the Parisian 
dance-hall el•enta ot his at;rle. When, as in his religious 
choral compoaitiona, he auat shed his cocktail and cabaret 
att.ire, the hamoaic vooa'bu.lai"J ia not altered to the extent 
ot becoming unrecognizable aa a "PoulSDoian• concept. 
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:Pouleac 1a vocal repertoire b, tor the gNater part, 
a reflection ot the at;rlea ot the poets Max Jacob, Gu1lla1111e 
.Appolinaire, and Paul Eluard. Each han tu:miahed Pouleac 
with a varied source or inspiration which has been charac-
teristically set to music. Jacob's sardonic, burlesque, 
and comic ayaboliua have been captured in the secular 
/ 
cantata It! J!i Masque. .Appolinaire, the symbolist and 
surrealist, tu:miahed, in addition to manr texts tor songs, 
/ 
the source or the surrealist drama Lea Myellea !!, Tireaiaa. 
Eluard stands out aa the source ot lyric inspiration. The 
union ot poet and musician can be found, in addition to 
n1111eroua beautiful aonga, in the cantatas Ya Soire !! Heise 
and Fif5!!re HUIIaine. 
It ia interesting to note one turther intlu811ce that 
had a profound ettect on Pouleac'a aature atrle. The 
intlucce that religion has exerted on Poulenc "the man" 
ia traceable through his father 1lbo vas a devout Catholic. 
Further removed on hi a father' a aide ot the tamilr vas 
/ / 
a great uncle, Abbe Joseph Poulenc, who vas the cure ot 
Iurr-aur-Seine. This til"Bll7 baaed tradition vas not vi thout 
ita ettect upon the roung Poulenc, and took the tom ot 
religious training until his tather1a death in 1917. In 
the ensuing eightec rears Poulene's compositions did not 
retleot the results ot this earlr training. However, in 
1935, the death ot his close friend, Pierre-Octave Ferraud, 
deeplJ affected the thirt;r-six-rear-old Poulenc, and brought 
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about religious bonds that. altered. t.he personality of t.he 
musical clown. Immediately following t.his tragic loaa, 
Poulenc set out on a p1lgr1aae;e tor t.he Sanctuary of 
Rocuadour.14 It was here t.hat PouJ.ac vent. to seek hie 
solace which in hia own words inspires 11in thoae:;llbo have 
been priTileged to visit it a feeling of unbelieveallle 
peace. nl5 On t.his visit, Poulenc began his Lit&niN • }.A 
Viense loire. 
The Black Virgin at t.his Sanctury of Roc .. adour and 
a veneration tor St. Anthony of Padua are said by t.he 
composer to be t.he external origins of hia religious 
inspiration.l6 Poulenc's religious affinities have been 
renected in numerous choral o011poaitiona. Hia first attempt 
in 1936 was followed by a1a1lar compoai tiona in t.he ensuing 
years, continuing to 1961 and t.he Gloria. Kany of t.heae 
compositions reveal t.he worit of a man vit.h a deep religious 
feeling, and are devoid of t.he eharacteriatic "Poulenoian" 
irony and wit. Ot.hers show a leu fervent. approach, 
allowing tor delightful moaenta of cheerful melody. Each, 
in ita own wa;y, expresses a ainoere personal feeling. 
The deat.h of Poulenc in late January haa deprived 
t.he composer of vit.neaaing t.he world praier ot his Sonata 
" / ..... tor Clarinet B liano !I:Dd t.he §ai lt!pOllB !!!. 'fmebrea. 
The latter was comaiaaioned by t.he Rev Yorit Philharmonic 
14 ~ •• p. 46. 16W!• ' P• xix. 
tor ita opa1ne; season and both recehed their tiNt 
perfol'lllance 1n Apr11, 1963. The 41Yerae nsical at;rlea 
2l 
ot these 110at recent. works ooaAluai nl.7 support the theor;r 
ot a dualism b. the works of Polllene. 'fhia dualiaa began 
1n 1935 when Poulenc tumed to rel1e;ioa aa a source of 
inspiration. Before this tiae he r•a1ned e:x:o1uai Yely 
the e:x: .. p1itication of "Lea Six". Lea B1chea (1923), 
L!, .!!!! Kasgu' (1932), L!!, Jlalell!a !!. 'fiNaiaa (1944), 
the Conoerto tor P1po (1950), ad the Son&ta .t2l: Q1ar1p,et 
g Piano (1963) att.eat to the oont1nual presence of the 
personality of the musical clown. 
' On the other aide, the L1tg1ta Jl l!. Vieme hire 
(1936) renaled a ditteret. Poulco. 'fhe eaaace ot tli.ia 
work ia a aiaple terYOr void of auaio&l Jest., and, 1n tum, 
it creates a atyliatio 1ncone;ruit7. This contradiction 
ia highly oharact.eriatic of Polllce' a repertoire fl"'a 
1936 to 1963, which includes the 1!!!. (1937), E:x:ultate R!2, 
"' (1941), St,abat Kater (1950), Glp£1a (1960), ad .§.!:21 Repone 
"' ' !!!. 1'c!brea (1963). Pouleno aade no att•pt to resolve 
this dualism whioh continued tor the laat twent;r-eie;ht 
yeara of h1a lite. In tact, he added to the contusion by 
relating "I am halt-monk, h&lt-llounder. nl7 It is t1tt1ne; 
that it Poulenc be depr1 Ted of w1 tneaaine; the world praier 
ot two of hia ooapoait.iona that the7 are repreaentatin ot 
the "aonlt" and the "bounder". 
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"'fhe Polllenc Puzzle," ~ Mwzine, LXXXI (April 
19, 1963), pp. 83-84. 
CHAPT:O. III 
HARKOJTIC S!RUCTUU 
Chordal structures are either predetermined verticle 
units or the reaul t of linear aanipulation. l'oulenc 1 s 
harmonic structures are vertically conceived rather than 
a result of linear movement. :Prplonged contrapuntal usage 
is never the obJect of extended deTelopaet. ETen shorter 
passages incorporat1Dg fugal wr1t1Dg are a rarity. 
However, 'llhen they are used, these ahort. aections are only 
gallant gestures. Inatead., a ohol'4&1 texture supports 
11elod1c line. In moat instancea, theae structures are the 
generat1Dg ele•enta that provide a baaic framework of 
aoveent through diatonic progresaion. 
Harmonic at~cture and progression are functionally 
inseparable within a musical fr&~~ework. However, for the 
purpose of observation, the fomer is unlike the latter 
in that it is capable of be1Dg defined and dealt with in 
the absence of the other. !be following observations on 
harmonic structure are noted without regard to hal'IIOnic 
motion and context. Whea obsened in this manner, these 
eleaeatal units of atruoture loae their contextual identity 
and reveal their place in a chord TOcabulal"J. 
!be oont•poral"J development• of quartal and 
secondal harmony (chorda built on successive intei"Y&la of 
the fourth or second, respectively) ia not characteristic 
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ot Poulenc 'a hal'ltonic st;rle. Bather, tertian, pol;rchordal., 
and added-note structures to I'll Poulenc 's ohord vocabul.a:r;r. 
Together the;r present a skeletal traaewo:rit tor 11Dear 
moveaent through non•hal'llOnic f'lmotion and pUlare of 
structure organized through prosresaion. 
I. 'fERfiAH CHORDS 
Poulenc 's hal'ltonic structure is prillaril;r composed 
ot tertian chorda, most ot which have sened as the 
traditional vocabula:r;r ot the oo-on practice era. From 
aaons the man:r possible combinations of suooeasiona of 
thirds, the folloWing are relied upoa to toN the greater 
part or hie vocabula:r;r. 
Si!lp1e structures. Triadic structure• compriae a 
large portion of the tertian ftcabular;r. Triads other 
than maJor, minor, augmented, diminiahed, ad the structure 
that has been deaignated aa the *'Siltllt.ed.•aizth chord are 
tol'ltationa or another genera. MaJor and minor triads are 
relied upon to to I'll the baaia or the tertian vocabula:r;r. 
Ausmented and d1!11niahed tria4a and the augmented-sixth 
chorda are uauall;r extended to tour-note structures. The 
following portion from the Conoert.o m Orf5!!!, not a 
hal'llOnicall;r complex composition, is quite representative 
ot Poulenc 'a uae ot tertian ohorda. Their uae ia simple 
and straightforWard and leavea no room tor further comment. 
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In its entirety, the !!!! is harmonically more complex 
than the Concerto .!2.£ Orsan. Non-harmonic functions are 
employed to a greater extent, forming del•yed resolutions 
and non-harmonic chords.·· Also, cross-relations are formed 
in measure five of Example 2. However, this does not 
pr vent Poulenc from relying upon his basic vocabulary. 
The following portion is not unique in its dependence upon 
a vocabulary or simple structures. A non-harmonic analysis. 
ot this excerpt reveals a simple but eftectiTe use or 
embellishment or these structures which are often combined 
to torm diminished seventh and augmented-sixth chorda. 
Example 2: Mass 
't'!Yrie, eaaurea 32-38) 
Non-Harmonic Analysis: + = App:, -=Ant., x =Aux. 
o = PN., * = ech. 
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All or the bo e tructure r sed in root position 
nd inversion. The use or the root po ition structures 
brings about tir.mer stabilization and stronger harmonic 
progression. Inversions are ore frequently used in a cap-
pella choral writing and in Andante sections, where more 
' intricate and subtle manipulation or ~ ices is required. 
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Stronger root movement is allied with sections in a taster 
tempi, which are devoid of complex voice leading. Although 
Example 2 is a choral excerpt, it substantiates thie latter 
usage. Its simple harmonic structure is also a feature 
ot passages in a faster tempi. The passage that preceeds 
these measures has a slower harmonic rhythm, due to its 
longer note values. This passage is reproduced in Example 
3, representing a smoother voice leading than its counter-
part in Example 2. 
Example 3: 
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In addition to forming a portion ot the tertian 
vocabulary, the major role of the triad is in furnishing 
a basic structure for further development. Added thirds, 
various other intervals, and non-harmonic functions augment 
and adorn the triad. As in Example 2, the triad will 
often be round to be the bas1o underlying harmonic structure. 
The succeeding developments will be viewed through this 
concept. 
Extended structures. The addition of superimposed 
thirds to triadic structures presents many varieties of 
seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords. Tradi-
tional~y considered dissonant, these added thirds are able 
to tunction as entities 1n themselves, having been liberated 
' from their restricted usage. 
The minor third is more frequently used and added 
to the five triadic structures listed above to torm seventh 
chords. The main resultant structures are the diminished 
seventh, the dominant se:yenth, and the minor seventh chords. 
The major third is primarily used in conjunction with the 
major triad. The diminished and major-minor seventh chords 
are dominant function structures. Together with tonic 
harmonies, they define tonality and will be reserved tor 
turther discussion 1n Chapter IV. The minor and major 
seventh chords warrant preliminary recognition, since their 
application and utilization becomes highly characteristic 
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of Poulenc's harmonic developments. In place of their 
triadic equivalents, these structures occur with great 
frequency and become or prime importance unparalleled by 
any other structure. The basic harmonic progression of a 
section from the Gloria shows this preference for the 
seventh chord. It is used in place or its triadic 
equivalents of tonic, subdominant, and dominant function 
harmonies. However, its most characteristic use will be 
as a form or tonic harmony. Regardless or mode, the 
tonic seventh chord is equally effective in place of its 
triadic equivalent. The last act or the third scene of 
the Dialosues 2! the Carmelites relies almost entirely 
upon the reiteration or the progression in Example 5 for 
its harmonic content. Together with Example 4, this excerpt 
reveals the important role or this tertian chord. Poulenc's 
dependence upon the major and minor seventh chord will also 
be revealed in the ensuing discussions of polychords, 
tonality, bitonal1ty, modulation, and sequence. 
Example 4: Gloria (Reduction ot Plano-Vocal Score, 
Section VI, eaeurea 58-65) 
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Example 5: D1alosues 21 ~ Ca elites (Reduction of 
Plano-Vocal Score, Measures 21-25) 
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The extended structures of the ninth, eleventh, and 
thirteenth are also formed by the addition of major and 
minor thirds. However, they are limited to uaage on a 
much more confined scale. As the structures become larger, 
from ninth through thirteenth chords, their usage becomes 
leas frequent. The most common structures are extensions 
of dominant function harmonies. As extended structures of 
subdominant or tonic tunctions they are limited to occasional 
usage, except when they are used in a polyohordal texture. 
A discussion of polyohords follows in Section II of this 
chapter• 
· Pouleno' s usage of extended tertian structures is 
one method by which he achieves a rich texture. Their 
applicat1on varies from thickly structured solidity to the 
graceful and effeminate. The ninth and eleventh chords are 
less often used than the seventh chord. Extended structures 
are either interspersed with simple triadic formations or 
used to replace their triadic equivalents for the duration 
ot an idiomatic passage. Used in this latter manner, they 
function as entities 1n themselves, and are exploited tor 
their composite sounds as in Example 4. The effectiveness 
of this utilization is maintained through proportionate 
sections which use stmple tertian structures or other har-
monic bases. 
• 
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II. POLYCHORDS 
Although polychords are found throughout Poulenc's 
composition, their consecutive and extended use is 
uncommon. Usually they appear interspersed with other 
non-polychordal structures. PolyChords are presented in 
forms ranging trom the simultaneous use ot a triadic 
structure over double pedal point to two separate and 
independent triadic units. 
Triadic structures 2!!£ double pedal point. Adhering 
to its -strict definition, utilization of this torm ot 
polychord is quite rare. Instances ot double pedal point 
are infrequently round. However, an ostinato figure 
reiterating two notes a minor third apart creates a similar 
effect. By strict definition an ostinato figure implies 
movement, and in this respect it is contrary to pedal point. 
However, the effect achieved by the constant repetition 
of the root and third of the primarily tonic chord implants 
this structural sound firmly in our ears. Over this idiom 
other forms of triadic harmony appear.1 This characteristic 
idiom is also used 1n modulatory passages, where a more 
complex application is round. Example 6, from the Concerto 
, lsee Example 5, p. 29; and Example 18, p. 59. 
for Organ, shows both chordal and melodic idioms in 
2 
opposition to the ostinato. 
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Example 6: Concerto f~ Organ (Organ part, Measures 200-205) 
~ triadic structures. Although polychords are most 
tr quently found functioning with the use of the ostinato 
figure, examples of two independent triadic structures are 
also found. However, their use is on a much more confined 
scale • 
. 2 See also Example 8, • 35. 
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The germinating element of this type of structure 
is most often the major and minor seventh chords. A 
polychordal texture is formed when each seventh chord is 
separated into two independent structures, one consisting 
of the root, third, and fifth and the other of third, 
fifth and seventh of the original seventh chord. Extended 
use of this technique does not always present the seventh 
chord functioning as two independent units. Most often 
it appears as a single seventh chord, which occasionally 
vacillates between its division into two triadic structures, 
and its complete seventh chord or tertian equ1valent. 3 
. Further development of this seventh chord idiom 
presents a much more complex texture. Two germinating 
element~, both seventh chords, may tunct ion · stmuJ..taneou·sly. 
The resulting degree of dissonance is dependent upon the 
root relationships of these structures. Their root 
relationship may be a major second, producing a complicated 
texture of seventh chords and triads. 
3see Example 20, p. 62. 
Example 7 : Concerto for Two Pianos (Reduction of full 
score, Moveme~III, Measures 210-212) 
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I 
Two independent triadic units may function indepen-
dently over an ost1nato figure which contains the reiteration 
ot the melodic interval of a minor third. Its use in this 
,. 
manner combines both techniques of forming a polychordal 
texture. 4 
. 4 See also Concerto !2.£ Orsan (New York : Edition 
Salabert, 1939), mm. 372·97. 
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Example 8: Concerto for Two Pianos (Reduction of strings 
and Pianol, MoV en t III, Measures 269 & 270) 
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Other formations of polychords are found even less 
frequently. Being confined almost exclusively to transition 
sections and lengthier modulatory passages, their use 
germinates from combining elements from the two areas 
they connect . Further discussion of this technique will 
be reserved for the chapter on MODULATION . 
III . LINEAR CONCEPT 
Melody 1s of prim~ importance 1n Pouleno ' s style. 
It is the euphony of melodic line that sets and retains 
the mood, whether in the form of a gay Parisian tune, 
a restrained Classical melody, or a more profound display 
of religious fervor. Rhythm, harmonic structure, and 
texture are but supports to this all- important element. 
However, Poulenc's melodic line relies upon and gains 
added character and expressiveness from vertiole structure 
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and movement. Baaically, tertian chords compose these 
underlying structures, and tonality 11Jii ts their movement. 
A linear texture is used in addition to this 
monophonic style. !his texture is achieved by embelliShing 
chordal structures. In the absence of progression, one 
structure aay comprise the underlying chordal eleaent. 
Proliferation of this structure by non-harmonic tones 
produces a linear texture. However, this texture was 
dependent upon verticle structure for its conception. 
!he writer has felt that the present discussion of non-
harmonic tones should preclude a discussion of added-note 
structures, since (1) it is used in conJunction with 
the preceding hal'IIOnic structures; and (2) is closely 
allied to the following discussion of added-note chords. 
Traditional application ot non•h&raonic tones. 
Traditional usage of passing tones, appogiaturas, suspensions, 
and other non-harmonic tunotions do not permanently alter 
basic harmonic structures. These devices onl7 serve as 
embellishments, adding to or depriving a structure of its 
tull impact and, in turn, ita tunotion. A basic tertian 
chord vocabula17, such as we are confronted w1. th, lends 
itself well to the inclusion of non-harmonic tones. Passing 
tones, auxiliaries, suspensions, and appogiaturaa are 
abundantly used, each type ot dissonance being manipulated 
in a traditional manner. 
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.A discu.eaion coTel'ing eaoh tTPe ot non-ha1'11onio t.one 
th&t is used in a traditional ..._er, accompanied by 
supporting exaaples of their application, is irreleTant 
to this study. The importance does not lie in the tradi-
tional concept i tselt, but, rather, in Poulenc 1 s choice 
ot using this method or handling dissonance. By adopting 
this method, it becomes the basic principle of his non-
hal'llonic vocabulary. Furthel'llore, it 1s through more 
concentrated and varied exploitation of these principles 
that Poulanc achieTes his own method of treating dissonance. 
This method has geminated troa ud is employed a1aultaneousl;r 
With traditional use. 
Extended application. The expansion of the basic 
principles ot traditional non-hal'IIOnic idioms is affected 
in man:r wa;rs. The development of one device or the 
simultaneous use of many idi011s are both used to a great 
extent. Many of the more complex applications of non-
harmonic functions Will present conflicting levels of 
analysis as to their validity as a particular non-harmonic 
tone. When defying the traditional methods of application, 
others Will be questioned as to their classification as 
a non-harmonic function or added-note structure.5 
Non-harmonic tones, which are accompanied by their 
resolutions, present a simple variation of traditional 
5see Chapter IV, Linear development, p. 64. 
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practice. This idiom may be :Presented aa one or more voices 
moving through a basic 
retaining the original 
chordal 
6 
chord. 
structure, the other voices 
!his device is also used 
between two voices where the dissonance and resolution 
is retained while each take tums exploiting the opposite 
tunction-•the voice attecting the dissonance will exchaage 
tunction with the consonant voice. 7 
Modulatory passages, as well as regular progressions, 
ellploy the use ot complex combinations ot non-ha:riiaDUI·• 
tones to create moderately dissonant harmonies. Two, 
three, and tour voices may be employed as aon-harmonic 
tunotions to a particular structure. Their use may also 
altemate, prolonging the baaio hal'lllOnio structure by 
constant distigurement. In many instances, these arrange-
ments may tunction s1multueoualy, torming appogiatura 
chords. Non-harmonic tunotioaa m&J also be turther removed 
trom the note ot resolution b7 applying another non-harmonic 
tunction to non-haraonic tunotion. 
Many ot these developmants are emplo;red in Example 
6, Where two voices are used to embellish a diminished 
seventh chord. 8 AlL though emphasizing dissonance by 
prolonged use, the melody is treated in a basically 
6see Example 23, p. 66. 
7see Example 24, p. 67. 
8see Example 6, p. 32. 
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traditional manner, dissonance ~1ng followed by resolution. 
The A sharp 1n the first two measures of this excerpt 1a 
mainly used as an appogiatura of the third, B natural, 
of the diminished seventh chord. This non-harmonic tone 
becomes the main melodic note of these two measures. The 
baas employs an oatinato figure simultaneously with this 
development. Unlike the melody, however, the ostinato 
remains in constant opposition to the diminished seventh 
chord, the E and G natural being appogiaturas of the 
F natural and G sharp. The rsainder of this~·.:pasaage 
contains similar developments. 
The reiteration of a melodic idea, .nich is basically 
composed of non-harmonic functions, may be used in sub-
sequent phrases, after its initial statement and resolution, 
as an integral part of the ohord.9 In this instance, and 
many others which are not as clearly defined, a thin line 
of demarcation separates the non-harmonic tone that does 
not resolve and the chord structure classified as an 
added-note chord. Adhering to a strict definition, these 
dissonances cannot be classed as non-harmonic tones. How-
ever, if a dissonant tone or tones can be traced to their 
conception as a non-harmonic fUnction, the absence of 
proper resolution does not alter their origins. Though 
9see:~lor1a (Paris: Edition Salabert, 1959), Section 
v, pp. 34-43. 
unresolved. they rema1n nonJ3amon1c tunctinna, reg&1'dlaaa 
of their vari.ed use. Th.ia. concept defines the d1at1nction 
betwea~.added .. note chorda and noD.-haNOnic tones. 
IV. ADDED-NOH CHORDS 
Foreign elements other t.han non-harmonic tones may 
be introduced into tertian structures. As it was pointed 
out in the preceding section, the distinction between 
unreaol ved non-hal'llonic functions and added-note chorda 
is their concept. Added-note chorda are the result of the 
addition of dissonant elements that are not conceived or 
found to germinate from traditional non-harmonic functions. 
Moat often these added-notes take the form of' chromatically 
altered members of' a chord and maJor and minor seconds. 
Dominant hal'IIOnies and less often tonic harmonies are the 
only structures that are eonsiatantly found to include 
added notes. However, modUlatol'J passages, where tuncticn 
is often at a point of ambiguity, contain the moat complex 
use of' this development. 
Altered members 2! .! chord. The use of' this technique 
is restricted, almost without exception, to dominant tunction 
harmony. Here the third is presented 1n one voice as maJor 
and in another as minor.10 The dominant structure 1a usually 
a thirteenth chord of heav:r texture, being presented on 
10
see Example 21, p. 63. 
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occasion at. 1lllport.ant. cadent.ial points. The major third 
occupies a prominent role in the structure or this chord, 
while the minor third is placed well Within its texture. 
It is not a frequently used structure. However, when it 
is used,i.it presents a dominant hamony With a more amphatic 
function. 
MaJor ~ minor segonds. Far more common is the 
addi t1on or major and minor seconds to tertian structures. 
Since seventh, ninth, and other extended tertian chords 
are most often used in a non-traditional manner, the 
distinction between thea and chords W1 th added seconds is 
a question or placement. The added second is almost always 
notated as such and not as its inversion. liotated as an 
inversion, the added-note could be misconstrued as a part 
or an extended tertian chord. As before, each structure 
is not deprived or its functional value, but 1s given an 
added pungency. 
Very effective is the use or a diminished seventh 
chord which incorporates an added-note a minor second in 
relation to,~.one or its chord members. This technique is 
used when the diminished sev.nh chord, functioning as a 
dominant or the prevailing t.oaality, incorporates the tonic 
note.11 The position or th• added-note is not confined to 
llsee Example 22, p. 64. 
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a fixed location within the structure. Ita presence might 
seemingly be explained as an anticipation of the resolution 
of the diminished seventh chord. However, such a designation 
is erroneous when the chord through 
takes a different direction. 
A distinction is made betwec the chord with the 
added sixth and the atructure traditionally known as the 
supertonic-sixth chord. fhe lat,er, although being basically 
the same structure, is lillited to subdominant function as 
a supertonic-six chord. The former structure is a derivative 
of Poulenc' a depcdence upon maJor and minor seventh chorda. 
When used as a chord with an added sixth, the third will 
flulction as the new root, while the original root becomes 
the sixth of this structure. 'iihla:l.. used in this manner, the 
original root will:.asaume a aecond.aey role to ita replace-
ment. The dual function of this Chord, a maJor or minor 
aevcth chord or an added-sixth chord with the third of 
the seventh chord functioning as the root, cables it to 
be preceded by dominant function harmonies a third apart. 
Dominant and recipient harmonies. may be interchanged, 
providing further variety. In the following excerpt from 
the Maaa, the F sharp maJor chord concludes a short modula.tory 
-
passage. This chord (in measure one of Example 9) occupies 
a position or dominant function, implying the following 
passage to be in B major. Upon its resolution, this direc-
tion ia confirmed by ita root moT•ent or dominant to tonic. 
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However, the presence of G in the predominantly B minor 
structure produces a chord ot the added-sixth. This 
resolution is neither a conventional authentic or deceptive 
resolution Of the F sharp major chord. Its classification 
lies at a point between these distinctions. As this 
passage continues, G replaces B as the root of a subdominant 
seventh chord in the cadence to D major. 
Example 9: 
' . 
Mass 
(Benediotus, e sures 207-209) 
Seconds are occasionally added to other triadic 
formations for increased 4issonance. The more harmonically 
complex section _, such as passages of transition, otten 
incorporate the second to a great extent.12 Tension is 
usually kept throughout the transition, adding a feeling 
of unrest or movement, which is terminated upon reaching 
the desired tonal center. 
12see Chapter V, MODULATION, p. 82. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BASIC CONCEPT OF TONALITY 
The harmonic structures presented 1n the preceding 
chapter are organized through diatonic progressions that 
are bound to the focal point or tonality. From the basic 
chordal relationships of progression to the unification 
or an entire composition, traditional diatonic usage is 
never completely foresaken tor more abstract methods or 
tonal organization. However, further development or this 
dominant-tonic framework, together with elements of bi-
tonal~ty and modality, augments a traditional concept. 
Tonality evolves as a basically traditional concept beset 
with a pretonal use of modality and ambiguities of bitonality. 
These concepts or the common practice era that are the basis 
ot Poulenc's tonality will also tur.nish the yardstick by 
which the following assessments will be made. 
I. TRADITIONAL METHODS OF PROGRESSION 
The basis of Pouleno 1 s concept of tonality lie 
within the bonds of traditional harmonic progression. 
Elemental relationships of tonic and dominant serve as the 
main progressions of unification and, 1n turn, designate 
ttkeyishness". At times, phrases will adopt this simplest 
ot idioms as a means of progression. Considered a most 
banal theoretical progression, it is usually clad in 
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ornaments, achieving its aesthetic quality through melodic 
line. Where simplicity reigns, the opposite is often 
relied upon, and progression is presented starkly unembel• 
11ahed. Poulenc adopts and presents both of these idioms 
with an air of freshness, which captivate like strikingly 
new devices. Commonplace usage of these idioms are 
represented in numerous passages or unembellished and 
embellished dominant-tonic sequences.1 The dependence 
upon these progressions, exclusive or sequential treatment, 
2 is also represented throughout Poulenc's repertoire. The 
following harmonic progression from the Gloria receives 
numerous repeti tiona throughout the "Dominus Deus, A gnus 
Dei". ·Basically, it is composed of dominant and tonic 
harmoniEts. The tonic chord of D nat major is embellished 
by an ostinato figure in addition to its diminished seventh 
chord. Measure five of this excerpt repeats the initial 
measure ot D flat major a minor third higher. Through 
employing the same melodic and harmonic idiom, the function 
ot the E major section is eventually dominant in A major. 
lsee SEQUENCE, Chapter V, p. 95. · 
, 2 See initial measures of Exampl 2, p. 25. 
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The enlargement nd develo t of Poulenc • s 
vocabulary can be traced from this elemental basis. Similar 
developments that expand traditional concepts or the common 
practice era are used. One method of augmenting this 
dominant-tonic relationship is by the transposition or 
this basic progression to secondary levels, producing 
secondary dominant functions. Expansion is also achieved 
through various structures of embellishment of subdominant 
tunction. The e are presented in the form ot augmented-
sixth chords and Neapolitan relationships, as well as other 
elemental structures. Interchange of major and minor modes 
are relied upon to furnish a simple and effective means or 
' 
variety. 
I 
., 
--r 
., 
, 
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An harmonic vocabulary consisting ot these traditional 
concepts is contained in sections ot varying length. The 
substantiation of this concept by shorter sections will 
be Withheld tor presentation in the chapter on CONSOLIDATION, 
Chapter VI, enabling a presentation in juxtaposition with 
contrasting idioms. 3 A more lengthy excerpt in Example 11 
contains the principle theme of the second movement ot the 
Concerto for Two Pianos. The melody is supported by a 
minimum ot traditional harmonic activity, evoking an elegant 
"Mozartia.n 11 concept. The inner voice contains a simple 
e1ghth-~ote figuration, which supplies motion over a 
stat1qnary bass. The theme also remains true to common 
practice usage by maintaining the proper tonic-dominant 
relatio~sh1p of the first section of a binary torm. 
3 See CONSOLIDATION, Chapter VI, p. 101. 
II 
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Concerto for Two Pianos (Piano I, Movement II, 
Measures l~)---
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Lengthier sections also support the dependence upon 
a traditional concept of · progression. In the following 
example from the Concerto tor Orsan, only the basic harmonic 
direction of this passage is shown. Embellished with melody 
and non-harmonic functions, it receives a proper musical 
II 
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setting. However, void of embellishments, repetition, and 
development, it reveals a relatively simple underlying 
progression. The first twent7-two measures contain a 
development of a four-chord pattern in the tonic, dominant, 
and dominant of the dominant areas. Modal interchange adds 
further variety. It is exploited in a nineteenth-century 
manner, allowing tonic and dominant areas to be affected 
by its use. 
Example 12: Concerto tor ~ (Reduction of tull score, 
Measures i3B-l79) 
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The two preceding excerpts exemplify the use of' the 
extremes of' Pouleno 's traditional vocabulary. In Example 
11, a minimized traditional vocabulary is used. In the 
latter example, this vocabulary is expanded to include much 
more varied usage. These examples show Poulenc's dependence 
upon the traditional concepts of' progression for his under-
lying harmonic support. They represent a commonplace 
usage ot diatonic progression, which turnieh the harmonic 
bases ot Poulenc's compositions. 
The harmonic vocabulary and diatonic progressions 
or the .common practice era are also used as the theoretical 
foundation tor further development and as the organizing 
tactor ·or entire compositions. Diatonic usage is enlarged 
with th~ inclusion and subat1 tution;~or more complex harmonic 
structures. Linear developments or non-harmonic functions 
add embellishment and lend obscurities to simple progression. 
Modal and bitonal passages infiltrate diatonic progression 
and add further ambiguities. Motives, phrases, period 
structures, and larger formal designs oppose their counter-
parts, exploiting simple progression or less traditional 
idioms. However, diatonic progression remains the foundation 
upon which these developments are presented. 
In the following discussions, the interval of a 
third will be found to be the basis or many or Poulenc's 
developments. Polychordal, bitonal, and modulatory 
developments will include idiomatic us or this interval. 
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Progression 1s also dependent upon the relationship or the 
third. The less often ·used traditional root movements a 
third apart in an ascending motion is depended upon to 
furnish harmonic motion. Its use as a type of progression 
borders on being classified as a modulator, device, since 
it is often used to transfer the tonal center with each 
successive movement. However, many of these movements to 
chords a third higher are not developed as new key areas, 
and only serve as passing structures, which receive no 
applied dominant tunction. -used in this manner, a chord 
will move to the structure built on its mediant as a form 
of progression. Example 13, from the Concerto .!gJ: Orsan, 
shows tnis characteristic use in the form or a skeletal 
outline ,of' the basic chordal progression. Successive chords 
a third apart . supply the entire harmonic ac.tivity. Each 
of' these chords are presented as a progression void of 
applied harmonic activity, which would define them as new 
centers of tonality. The return to the G minor chord at 
the conclusion of this passage confirms its use as a 
progression and not a modulatory device. Similar develop-
ments are used as modulatory devices, and will be 
4 discussed 1n Chapter v. 
4see MODULATION, Chapter V, p. 85. 
Example 13: 
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Concerto f~ Or~;n (Reduction ot organ part, 
Measures 3 -35 
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The use of this idiom expands a traditional concept 
of diatonic progression. However, its place within a 
trad1 t·ional concept is secondary. Diatonic progressions 
supply the harmonic direction in which this characteristic 
idiom is, exploited. Progressions that are used in this 
manner and the developments that are to be discussed in 
the following sections of this chapter define Poulenc's 
concept of tonality. 
II. THE EXPANSION OF TRADITIONAL IDIOMS 
The harmonic vocabulary and tonality that is 
characteristic of Pouleno's compositions is dependent 
upon the development ot traditional concepts. Extended 
tertian chords, polychords, and added-note chords replace 
and are used intermixed with simple tertian structures. 
Non-harmonic functions are used in both a traditional and 
-
-
'"' 
I 
= 
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less traditional manner. Seoundal and other intervallic 
linear movements may be exploited to create more complex 
and dissonant combinations. The negation ot strict 
traditional voice leading and exploit~tion ot bitonality 
is used to create archaic and ambiguous progressions. 
The harmonic idioms that evolve from this development are 
used in place of and adjacent to traditional idioms. 
Structural development. One of the most common ~t 
all the developments employed by Poulenc involves the 
major and minor seventh chords. It is used as an entity of 
sound, .recei v1ng little melodic embellishment. The first 
movement ot the Concerto ~ ~ Pianos contains a passage 
which has as its harmonic basis a series ot ten major 
seventh ' chords. In this passage, they are employed solely 
tor their characteristic sound, affecting a transition 
from D minor to C sharp minor. Ascending chromatically 
trom D to C flat, A flat is re-introduced as the dominant 
of C sharp minor. 
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Example 14: Concerto for Two Pianos (Reducti on ot orchestra 
and Piano-r; Mo ent I, Measures 7-16) 
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In passages governed -by diatonic progression, the 
seventh chord receives more characteristic usage as functions 
ot tonic harmony. Otten the seventh chord is retained tor 
severa~ measures, w.here it is exploited for its richness 
ot sound. In passages containing this usage, melody will 
furnish an embellishing device. In the Gloria, Example 15, 
the melodic idiom exemplifies its characteristic use. 
Melodic figuration is centered around the seventh, g1v1ng 
it greater emphasis . 
II 
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Example 15: Gloria (Reduction ot Pi o-Vocal score, 
Section VI, Measures 58-60) 
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The themes trom the tinal Allegro section or the 
Concerto .!2!: Orsan also gravitates around the seventh ot 
5 
a major seventh chord. The orchestral accompaniment, 
strings, suppo~t the org~'s presentation of the theme 
with a simple sixteenth-note figuration ot the seventh 
chord. 
5see also Concerto tor Two Pianos (Paris: Editions 
Salabert, 1934), Movement II; Rihearsal Number 34. 
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The d1 v1&1on of the major or minor seventh chord 
into two separate triads offer s possibilities or further 
development . When seventh ' chords are divided into two 
structures, one consisting or the root, third, and fifth 
and the other or the third, fifth, and seventh or the 
original seventh chord, they m y funct on independently 
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as tonic and submediant harmonies. In the Gloria, these 
two structures function alternately as the on11 underlying 
hannonic activity. This altem.ation produces a fluctuation 
or tonic and mediant triads--a weak progression that 
becomes static. 
Example 17: Gloria (Reduction of Piano-Vocal score, 
Section II, Measures 8-ll) 
This division ot the seventh Chord may be developed 
to form a mo~e complex combination of the two structures. 
Each triad may be preceded by dominant and subdom1nant 
harmonies, developing them as independent key areas. 
Developed adJacently, they produce a concept not unlike 
that ot secondary dominant. However, oulenc does not 
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separate the development of each entirely. Tonic, sub-
dominant, and dominant structures from each of the two 
areas, tonic and mediant, will be intermixed and used 
intermittantly. The ttsalve Regina" from the Dialogues g! 
~ Carmelites contains this type of development. The 
passage that is presented in Example 18 reveals a tonic 
·key of A minor. However, 1n the third measure or this 
example, a C major chord appears in the treble staff, 
producing A minor and C major elements simultaneously. The 
D major chord 1n the following measure has a dual function--
the dominant of the dominant in C major and the subdominant 
affected by modal interchange in A minor. However, it 
progresses without being used in either of these capacities. 
By intrQduc1ng the B maJor triad in measure five, which 
is most plausably explained as the dominant of the dominant 
in A minor,_ the passage retains its allegiance to A minor. 
The diminished seventh chord used throughout this passage 
produces one further ambiguity in its dual role as dominant 
•' 
function of both A minor and C major. 
In spite of all this ambiguous development, the 
major key area of A minor is never completely overshadowed 
by these develop~ents. A continuous reminder of A minor 
is present in the ostinato figure. Together with the 
developments in the treble staff, ,. the ostinato figure 
produces a simple polychordal texture. Its implications 
are bitonal. However, the C major area is never fully 
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exploited. Basically, the minor seventh chord built upon 
A supplies the germinating element for this passage. The 
division ot this seventh chord into the triads of A minor 
and 0 major tumishes the harmonic development ot this 
passage. 
Example 18: 
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Further exploitation of this division and simultaneous 
development of the seventh chord will produce a polychordal 
texture that is bitonal. The inferences of this final 
development have been alluded to in the preceding discussion, 
but these developments have not produced a "true" bitonality. 
In the Concerto ~Two Pianos, an F major theme is 
harmonized with the harmonic vocabulary belonging to its 
relative minor. However, D minor is the basic key area 
from which the F major evolves. In Example 19, both of 
these key areas are found to -be used independently of one 
another,_ producing a bitonal passage. 
Example 19: 
~ : 
... 
Concerto tor Two Pianos (Reduction of tull 
score, Movement I, Measures 46-48) 
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Other polychordal structurea do not provide as 
interesting and as extensive a development as the preceding. 
Their construction is varied,- and their use is limited to 
periodic inclusion. However, the only ones that are used 
with any degree of consistency are those built upon roots 
a fifth apart. Returning to an excerpt from the Dialogues 
of the Carmelites. the following structures in Example 20 
are intermixed polychords and simple triads. Polychords 
constructed upon roots a third and a fifth apart and simple 
triads furnish the harmonic 'development. Although 
further . examination will expose most of these polychordal 
structures as germinating from seventh chords embellished 
with non-harmonic functions, they are applied and function 
as tor.ms, of polyohords. Further use of polychordal 
structures will be discussed in conjunction with MODULATION 
in Section One ot Chapter v. 
.. 
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Add$d•note chords are used in addition to and 1n ,. 
place ot their triadic equivalents to expand the traditional 
vocabulary. These chords are used in two capacities: (1) 
as forms ot dominant function harmony and (2) in modulatory 
passages. The latter, a technique or modulation, will be 
6 discussed 1n the following chapter. The former is used 
1n varied dominant structures of diminished seventh chords 
and higher dominant functions. Developed and applied to 
a lesser degree than any of the preceding idioms, these 
6see MODULATION, Chapter V, p. 82. 
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structures are used in place of traditional dominant 
functions. The added-note may take the form of a chrom-
atically altered member of the structure. This type of 
structure is used in the Concerto for Ore;an at the 
structural division of the introduction and first section. 
It occupies a prominent position, and '! is presented as a 
thickly-textured structure, receiving further emphasis 
through length. The added-note is the altered third, which 
is presented as both major and minor. The third is the 
only member of the structurg that receives this treatment.7 
Example 21: Concerto ~ Or;z:an (Organ part, Measures 48-49) 
.~0 
:JZ: 13 
The added-note is also introduced in the form of a 
minor second. A diminished seventh chord accompanied by 
the root of the tonic Chord of the prevailing tonality is 
a consistently used structure. Example 22 from the Dialogues 
7see also Concerto !2£ Ore;an (Paris: Editions 
Salabert, 1939), mm. 211, 310, and 361. 
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2!. !a!, Carmelites, shows its application. The presence of 
the A may conceivably be explained as an anticipation. 
However 1n almost every instance its presence is followed 
by a shift to a key a third higher. Also, its use is not 
frequently preceded by an ost1nato bass, which could 
possibly account for its presence. Further substantiation 
of this use can readily be found throughout Poulenc's works. 8 
Example 22: 
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Dialogues of the Carmelites (Piano score, Act 
III, Sc e-rv, Measure 19-21) 
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Linear development. Poulenc's linear developments 
are largely the result of~the application of non-harmonic 
functions. Both traditional methods of applying non-harmonic 
functions and concepts that developed from these methods 
are used. Traditional methods are dependent upon to for.m 
the greater part of this non-harmonic vocabulary. However, 
when they are employed simultaneously, these dissonances 
8see also Concerto for Orsgn (P~is: Editions 
Salabert, 1939), mm. 51, 6;;-67, 5, 88~ 90-91, 220, 229, & 230. 
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produce unique combinations or tones and disfigure an 
elementary chord vocabulary. Less traditional methods are 
the result ot the s1mul taneous use of dissonance and 
resolution and unprepared and unresolved dissonance. 
Other linear developments are found to be the resUlt or 
intervallic :relationships and the neg~tion of good part---
writing rules by common practice standards. 
A simple departure from traditional methods of 
employing dissonance involves the use of the dissonance 
together with its note or ~esolution. It is most often 
employed as a moving voice or voices which pass through 
an underlying harmonic structure. This usage is exemplified 
1n Exatpple 23 from the Dialof3Ues 2!, ~ Oa:rmeli tea. The 
melody is presented 1n octaves, enabling the upper octave 
to predominate and rema1n, unobstructed by dissonance. 
Each time the melody departs from a chord tone, t4e 
vacancy remains until the dissonance is resolved. The 
other voices remain stationary while the melody makes its 
initial movement producing the dissonance. At the 
resolution, a full chord is again present.9 
9see also Gloria (Paris: Editions Salabert, 1959), 
Section I, mm. 1-12, Section II, mm. 43-45, and 82-85, and 
theme of Section v. 
Example 23: Dialogues or the Carmelites (Plano score, 
Measures 1~)---
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A variation of this concept of using dissonance 
together with its note of resolution is presented by the 
interchange of the roles of the two voices involved. In 
this manner, these voices will take turns exploiting 
dissonance and consonance. However, the dissonance and 
its note of resolution is always present. In Example 24 
from the Mass, this linear development is used. On the 
-
second beat a tonic six-four chord is embellished with an 
appogiatura 1n the soprano voice. Its resolution is 
s1mul taneouely present in the tenor. . On the second half 
of the beat these voices exchange notes and tunction 
(the C, being presented first in the soprano as an appo-
giatura, is now ·present in the tenor as a passing note, 
and the B flat, initially presented by the tenor, is now 
the resolution of the appogiatura in the soprano.) On the 
third beat a similar situation is present, Where the D is 
retained for the duration of th~ subdom nant harmony. 
In the tenor the D is introduced as an appogiatura, and 
/ ~ the D in the soprano is part of an echappee pa ttem. 
Example 24: Mass 
(Kyrie, Measure 17) 
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Tlie most complex groupings of non-harmonic functions 
are employed in modulatory passages. There they are 
presented in a highly organized manner, producing many 
structures that are harmonically quite dissonant. The 
movement of one or more voices as neighbor tones, 
appogiaturas, or passing tones may be used to prolong one 
basic harmonic structure. Upon the resolution, these non-
harmonic functions will be re~laced with other voices used 
in a s~ilar manner. This method or prolonging a harmonic 
structure may be necessary to affect a smoother modulation. 
The important element of time is often needed to emphasize 
the prevailing harmony, While depriving the preceding 
tonality of its strong focal point. Further discussion 
of .these passages will be reserved for a more complete 
coverage 1n the chapter on MODULATION.lO 
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The linearization of two or more voices ot a 
tertian chord may supply the only harmonic and melodic 
activity. An extremely unique example ot this development 
is used almost exclus1 vely throughout the "Sanctus" of 
the ~. A short passage reproduced in Example 25 shows 
the main melodic figurations. In the first two measures, 
the soprano depends upon two auxiliary notes, F sharp and 
D sharp, for its embellishment. Similarly, the tenor relies 
upon the _auxiliary C sharp. The bass introduces the only 
ambigui~y of the E major structure. In the first measure, 
the C sharp is explainable as the appogiatura to B. 
However, in the second measure, the C sharp occupies a 
prominent position being embellished by the auxiliary B. 
A submed1ant seventh chord is formed by this prominence of 
C sharp. At the end of the second measure, all voices 
retum to the E major chord and end the first phrase. The 
three inner voices of this. 'phrase retain the basic E major 
triad during this embellishment. In the second measure, 
a minor seventh chord is formed by the C sharp in the bass. 
However, this minor seventh chord is basically an E major 
triad, momentarily embellished. Similar developments are 
used in the following three measures of this example. The 
10see MODULATION, Chapter V, p. 82. 
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succeeding staves of analysis show the direction and use 
of non-harmonic functions. Graph uA 11 show the function 
of each essential and non-harmonic tone. Graph "Bu shows 
the underlying harmonic structures 1n white notes, and 
other non-~hord tones 1n black notes. When C sharp 
becomes an integral part or the chord structure, it is 
represented by a dotted stem. However, the chord of E 
major furnishes the main harmonic background-11 
11For complete . analysis or the ''Sanctus 11 , see 
~PPENDIX, p. 161. 
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The linear development of chord members of a major 
or minor seventh chord increases the number of voices 
capable of melodic figuration. In the Concerto f2t .~ 
Pianos, we find this development. In Example 26, an E flat 
major seventh chord is spaced so that its upper triad, 
consisting of third, fifth, and seventh of the original 
seventh chord is capable of independent development apart 
from its root. The bass maintains a tonic-dominant 
progression throughout the passage, while the G minor triad 
is exploited separately. The alto voice functions 
s1mul taheously with the bass, producing tonic and dominant 
harmonies in G minor. The soprano, though forming a part 
of the G minor triad, presents a further development 1n 
the relative major or G minor. The F natural 1n the second 
measure of the sop,rano part defines its ,key as B flat 
major. A polytonal development. including the keys of E flat 
major, G minor and B flat major is created by this 
elaboration of a major s~yenth chord. 
II 
Example 26: 
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Concerto for Two Pianos (Reduction of Orchestra 
parts, Moveme~I, Measures 64-65) 
Melody _may be the sole element creating motion in 
the absence of harmonic support. Usually this melodic line 
conforms to the prevailing tonality, and is accompanied by 
. 
one or more voices moving parallel to it. These lines of 
accompaniment are the result of intervallic relationships 
that remain constant throughout the length of the idiom. 
The interval of the second and its inversion plays an 
important role in this development. Example 27 from the 
Gloria exemplifies the ext:nt of its use. The main melodic 
line is presented 1n two voices, two octaves apart. The 
middle octave is reserved for the added voice. Its incep-
tion might be explained as an appog1atura which never 
resolves. 
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Example 27: Gloria (Reduction or Plano-Vocal score, 
Sectior VI, Measure 86) 
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In a three-part texture, the second is also employed 
together with another interval. In the following excerpt, 
also from the Gloria, the interval of a fitth and second 
is respectively maintained above and below the middle voice, 
from the second beat of the first measure. If the middle 
voice would reach its intended goal at the end of its 
sixteenth-note scale passage, the first measure would 
contain a series of first inversion triads. The second 
measure would also contain ,,.first inversion triads if: 
(1) the middle voice were to continue its line a second 
above its written note and (2) the lowest voice were to 
continue its line a thirteenth below the uppermost voice 
as in the first measure. These formulations are contained 
1n Graph ttA", and only serve as one possible explanation 
or the derivation of this passage. 
• 
Example 28: 
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Gloria (Reduction of piano score, Section 
II, Measures 3-4) 
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Seoundal relationships are also used within poly-
chordal passages. In the coda of the Concerto ~ Organ, 
a complex polyohordal texture is formed by a double pedal 
point and various transformations ot a G minor seventh 
chord and 1ts applied dominant functions. In the following 
excerpt, added seconds increase the complexity of this 
texture. The first structure presents a texture that may 
be plausibly analyzed as two se.venth chords w1 th roots a 
third apart--a G minor chord .and a B flat major seventh 
(dominant seventh chord). Each chord is separated, forming 
II 
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a polyohordal texture. However, the A flat has been .• 
included with the G minor structure , forming seconds with 
both B flat and G. The incongruous element of A flat 
in the first structure and B flat in the second structure 
is attributed to secundal relationships. Similarly, in 
the second measure, F natural and G do not form an integral 
part of the structure. The third measure also contains 
relationships of the second, but they are contained in 
separate chord formations . 
Example 29: Concerto for OSs~ ~Reduction of full score, 
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Diatonic progressions void or modulation, complex 
non-harmonic functions, and polychordal passages i mplying 
bitonality are capable of little development , in themselves , 
except from a negative point of view. The negation or good 
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part writtng rules by common practice standards may serve 
as a basis for achieving certain effects. Poulenc' s 
concept or progression revolves around diatonic movement 
which adheres to good voice leading. However, good voice 
leading is not always a prime requisite or Pouleno's 
ha:nnonic progressions. Liberties may be taken which do 
not present totally new concepts. Free harmonization 
of diatonic progression is necessary for freedom of linear 
movement, taking precedence over strict tunctional 
progression. However, even 1n more harmonically complex 
passages. where occasional occurrences of awkward intervals 
and cross relations are found, voice leading is never the 
object o£ extended abstract developments. 
Poulenc's deliberate use of parallel fifths is the 
only voice leading that is not sanctioned by the traditional 
concepts. An occasional parallel fifth may be attributed 
to the preoccupation with individual line, and its presence 
gives the impression that it is neither a detriment or an 
asset. However, a more concentrated use is deliberately 
exploited to create a desired effect. The following passage 
from the Gloria uses parallel fifths to create an archaic 
12 
effect. 
l2see also Example 28, p. 74. 
Example 30: Gloria (Reduction of Piano-Vocal score, 
Section VI, Measures 31-33) 
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Development 2! modality. Characteristic of Poulene's 
tonality . is its fluctuating mode. The concepts of modal 
interch~ge are applied to entire passages as well as 
single chords for added variety. These traditional 
concepts of modal interchange, involving subdominant and 
submediant harmonies, are most often expanded to include 
the tonic and dominant harmonies as well. Although this 
concept was fostered and extensively developed by many 
composers ot the Romantic era, Poulenc also depends upon 
its use to a great extent.·' The harmonic passage contained 
1n Example 12 shows a representative use of these concepts.13 
Single chords and complete secondary areas of harmonic 
development contain elements of modal interchange. Both 
tonic and dominant secondary areas are presented in both 
major and minor modes. 
13see Example 12, Po 49. II 
• ~ J 
' 
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Poulenc's development of an extended concept of 
modal interchange presents a few less common applications 
of its use. The basis for this extended concept lies 
in using characteristics of the major, melodic minor, and 
pure minor interchangeably. As in the above developments, 
this concept allows a basic minor tonality to be embellished 
by the use of elements from its tonic major and pure minor. 
Example 36, containing the opening measures of the uGloria'' 
of the ~, shows a unique and rapid interchange of these 
developments. The initial statement of the basses is 
characteristic of the transposed Aeolian mode with a final 
of B n~tural. In the second measure, a rapid fluctuation 
between major and minor tonic and dominant harmonies is 
presented. This intensive concentration of modal interchange 
' 
adds variety to a relatively commonplace tonic-dominant 
progression. 
Example 31: Mass (Gloria, Measures 1-2) 
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Another unique application of modal fluctuation can 
be found in the final measures of a composition. The 
closing measures usually rely upon strong progression to 
affirm its modal and tonal affinities. However, in the 
Mass, irrespective of the composition's major tonality, 
it ends in its tonic minor. An ascending melodic . idiom, 
consisting or root, minor third, and lowered seventh, is 
presented over a tonic pedal. The lowered seventh used in 
this ascending figure is characteristic of the pure minor. 14 
Example 32: Mass (Agnus Dei, Final Cad nee) 
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In addition to the Ionian and Aeolian, other modes 
are relied upon to furnish material for development. 
However, the presence of these modes is usually represented 
by several of their characteristics rather than an adherence 
to their strict usage. In the preceding developments of 
., 
14 See also Dialogues of ~ Carmelites (New York: 
Ricordi, 1955), Act III, Scene IV, final seven measures. 
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modal interchange, the minor mode was given an Aeolian 
flavor by the natural seventh degree. Other approximations 
of modal usage are also made by depriving the maJo~ or 
minor mode of its characteristic tones. The absence or 
use of the lowered seventh degree in the major mode evokes 
a Mixolydian character.15 In the following example, a 
tonic center of E receives adjacent development in two 
different modal settings. The first phrase, measures one 
and two, conforms to an Aeolian classification, the G 
sharp being a Picardy third. - The second phrase retains E 
as a ton_ic, but is set in a C maJor framework, evoking a 
Phrygi$n presentation. Passages that are characterized 
by moda~ writing are exemplified in length and development 
1n the f'~llowing excerpt. 
Example 3 3: Mass 
(Gloria, Mea urea 84-88) 
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15see Mass (Paris: Editions Salabert, 1937), 
"Ky:ri e" , mm. '3-4 ,., 
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In the Lydian mode, the fourth tone above its final 
makes a tri-tone relationship with its final. For this 
reason, the fourth tone is often omitted in this mode. 
The complete "Sanctus u from the M!!.! suggests a distant 
relationship to the Lydian mode by the absence of its 
subdominant tone. 16 
Similar allusive references, together with the 
shorter passages that are definitely based upon modal 
idioms, show Poulenc's adaption and use of modality. Their 
use adds variety to d1atonic _progress1on and, in tur.n, 
tonalit~ and b1tonality which employ a more restrictive 
concep~ of modal fluctuation or interchange. 
16 For complete analysis of the "Sanctus", see 
APPENDIX, p'· . 161. 
CHAPTER V 
MODULATION AND SEQUENCE 
By their most general definition, modulation and 
sequence provide both variety and continuity. As we have 
already observed, variety is a necessary and integral 
part of Poulenc's harmonic idiom. Modulation and 
sequence add to this diversification. Passages that 
contain ambiguous tonal centers or traditional key centers 
are developed adjacently and depend upon modulation for 
their logical connection. Within these passages, sequen-
tial development adds variety and unity through repetition. 
I. MODULATION 
Pouleno's modulation is unpremeditated and quick 
movement, the complex combination of diverse elements, 
and the art of subtle manipulation. Though each modulation 
is varied 1n its procedure, they are bound by definite 
•' 
points of departure and arrival. Many of Pouleno'a 
modulations conform to the traditional classifications 
or enharmonic and chromatico The remaining modulations 
are the result of more original means of bridging tonalities. 
Diatonic modulations are not relied upon to furnish 
a means of achieving variety through change or key. 
Although smooth modulations to closely related keys are 
made through the use of chord diatonic m both keys, 
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diatonic modulation poses certain limitations. However, 
the simplicity of diatonic modulation is not the charac-
teristic that is objectionable, since many of Poulenc's 
modulations are affected by the most elementary means. 
The limitation imposed by diatonic modulation is seen 
in its chord interpolation. The available new key areas 
are closely related to the initial tonality, and diatonic 
modulation is not capable of being expanded to include 
tonalities that lie outside its small realm. Diatonic 
modulations are not relied upon even when it would be 
possible. to use them to affect the change between two key 
areas •. Its complete rejection, then, is also based upon 
an aff1n'! ty to a more colorful usage of chromatic and other 
means of .modulation. 
Enharmonic modulations are affected with sublime 
simplicity. Many of these will be carried out by the 
ambiguous diminished seventh chord. Although it offers 
four possible interpretations as dominant function, the 
diminished seventh chord is used with great consistency 
to move to tonal centers a third apart. It is used as 
a direct passage instead of being embellished to affect 
subtle movement between these two areas. The Concerto 
~ Organ contains many passages that use this type of 
enharmonic modulation. 1 Characteristic of the passage 
lsee also Example 22, p. 64; and ~oncerto !2.1: 
Organ (Paris: Editions Salabert, 1939), mm. 65, 85, 220, 
and 230. 
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from which Example 34 is taken is the use of the diminished 
seventh chord. In the initial statements of this thematic 
idea, the dimi~ished seventh chord was not used as a pivot 
chord. The original phrase is five measures long and does 
not modulate. However, upon subsequent statements of 
this thematic idea, Example 34, the initial two measures 
are quickly diverted to a key a minor third above, and the 
thematic material is repeated. This quick shift to tonal 
activity to a center a minor third higher exemplifies an 
elementary modulation execut~d with an economy of means. 
Example '34: Concerto for Orsan (Reduction of string parts, 
Measures 84='87 
The movement to new key areas a third higher is 
also affected without the aid of the diminished seventh 
chord. This direct movement to chordal structures a 
third apart in an ascending direction was discussed 1n 
Chapter IV w1 th regard to progression. 2 As a means of 
progression, these successive chords were not developed 
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as new key areas. A return to the tonic chord of the 
initial key area and its subsequent development substan-
tiates the use of these chor-ds as progressions not affecting 
~ modulation. The use of successive chords that progress 
by asce~ding thirds is similar in passages where a new 
key- a~a is introduced 1n place of the retum to the 
original tonality. Their use in this manner is a.n integral 
part of the modulation. This development is used in the 
' 
following example from the Gloria where C major is the key 
' of departure. Two shifts of the tonal area are made by 
introducing the E flat and G flat major chords. The 
final shift to B flat major is not affected in the same 
manner. B flat major is introduced by its submediant triad 
Which progresses - to the superton1o. Eventually this leads 
to a cadence in B flat major. The key of B flat major 
receives greater emphasis by being announced 1n a different 
manner than the preceding shifts a third higher. The 
2see Chapter IV, pp. 50-52. 
introduction of the E flat and G flat areas are but 
1ntennediary steps of this la.rger modulation scheme. 
Example 35: Gloria (Reduction of Piano-Vocal score, 
Section II, Measures 20-25) 
ii ,,_) -----
---. 
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VI 
A nineteenth-century concept of chromatic modulation 
is relied upon to a great extent. Many more key areas 
are accessible by altering one or more tones of a diatonic 
chord to function in another key. The 1ower1ng of any one 
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note of a diminished seventh chord to :rorm a dominant 
seventh chord is an elementary use or this concept. This 
simple idiom is used in Example 36 from the Concerto !Qj: 
Orsan. The first phrase of this excerpt is centered around 
the key of B nat minor. Over a dominant pedal the tonic 
chord is followed by its diminish d seventh and an 
appogiatura embellishment of the seventh chord. Enharmon-
ically, the seventh chord also functions as the diminished 
seventh of E minor. On the last beat of' measure four, 
a tonic six-four chord is formed and is interpolated before 
progres.s1n g to the dominant of E minor. Although the 
transformation of the diminished seventh chord is 
interrupted by a tonic six-four chord, the basic movement 
is from ,a diminished seventh to a dominant seventh chord. 
Example 36: 
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A more extended passage or chromatic modulation 
results when a relatively simPle alteration is embellished 
with false resolution or non-hannonic tones. Example 37 
contains an extended transformation or a dominant seventh 
chord built upon B flat. Nine measures of false resolution 
preceed its final alteration forming a dominant seventh 
built upon G. These false resolutions are made by the 
organ while the strings retain the basic B flat seventh 
chord. Example 37 is a reduction of the mutations of the 
B flat seventh chord which occurs in the organ part. 
Complex ~issonances are formed by the false resolution 
clashing -with the sustained B flat seventh chord which is 
reta1ned· unembelllshed in the strings. Also, it is 
interesti~g to note the degree of increasing complexity 
the organ part assumes when the strings terminate the 
sustained B flat chord in measure 306. Graph "A'' is 
included below this example to show the basic harmonic 
movement of the passage. 
' 
~ 
\ 
Example 37: Concerto !2£ Ors;n (Reduction of Organ part, 
Measures 300-309 
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The modulation of thi preceding example was used 
to Join two key areas a minor third apart. Example 34 
and 35 also contained modulations that resulted in key 
relationships of a minor third. Another characteristic 
modulatory passage in Example 38 also connects two key 
areas a minor third apart. The reiteration or the tonic 
chord of B flat maJor with one or its tones altered torms 
·a more direct type of chromatic modulatio than the 
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preceding example. The altered form of the tonic chord 
. follows immediately after the unaltered chord, allowing 
for quick passage between the two key areas. In the key 
of G major, this chord functions as a dominant ·',W1 tb. a, 
raised fifth degree, which was formed by the alteration 
of the fifth of the tonic chord of B flat major. 
Example 38: 
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Section I, Measures 53-56) 
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Enharmonic and. chromatic modulations may be 
developed into more complex passages by the addition of 
non-harmonic functions. However, Poulenc seldom develops 
a simple enharmonic or chromatic modulation for an extended 
length. Example 37 is representative of the extent of 
this figuration and development of a simple modulatory 
passage. Ornamentation, complexity, and length rarely 
extend beyond these limits. In the preceding modulatory 
passages, the only concept that was not wholly commonplace 
depended upon successive ascending chord with roots a third 
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apart. This latter use, together With the simplicity with 
which the more commonplace modulations were executed, form 
one portion of Poulenc's concept of modulation. 
The remaining modulations are the result of more 
original methods of logically connecting two key areas. 
In a simplified form, one chord from each key area might 
be combined or superimposed as 1n polychords. The chord 
from the prevailing tonality will eventually be deprived 
of its prominence, while the chord from the new key area 
will b4l)come more important. -The ensuing progres$ion that 
follows this combination of elements will define the 
latter'.s function 1n the new key. The following excerpt 
from the· H!!! uses this idea to modulate from the tonic 
of E to ~minor. The first three measures of Example 59 
contain a Phrygian presentation. The bass voice continues 
its allegiance to the tonic of E in the following three 
measures, while the tonic triad of B minor is superimposed. 
In the next to the last measure, E returns in the second 
.. 
alto part, producing greater dissonance before this struc-
tural combination of elements resolves to the dominant of 
B minor. 
II 
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Example 39: Mass (Gloria, Measures 86-92) 
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In Example 40 from the Concerto ~ ~ Pianos, this 
type or modulation becomes more complex. The tonic chord 
of D minor is presented as a minor seventh chord. A 
polychordal structure results from its characteristic 
division into two independ.ent triads. In measure 47-50, 
each triad is developed separately as a tonic structure 
producing a bitonal texture. Based upon the preceding 
observations in this chapter, a simple shift of the tonal 
center another third higher would produce the final goal 
ot A minor (measure 55). However, a compl~x combination 
or elements from different key areas is formed in measures 
II 
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51-54. The simultaneous use or the tonic and subdominant 
bass movement in measures 47-50 is chromatically altered 
and developed adjacently in the following measures. The 
F major element in the top voice is unaffected by this 
development and continues throughout the modulatory passageo 
The inner harmonies between the diverse developments of the 
bass and top voice are transformations or false resolutions 
of the dominant seventh of D minor. This structure also 
reveals the final direction of this passage to A minor. 
Measure 54 does not contain a- "J>ure~' dominant function 
harmony of the new key of A minor. Although the bass 
emphasizes the direction to A minor, the upper harmonies 
reveal a ·direction to A flat. , Poulenc's preference for 
modulat1o~s to tonalities in an ascending minor third 
relationship is almost achieved by the presence or these 
elements. 
Example 40 : Concerto tor Two Pianos (Reduction of full 
score, Movemen I, M asures 42-55) 
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~imilar concepts may produce modulatory passages 
that c~ntain more complex and extended development . Various 
melodic .and harmonic developments ot the sections preceding 
the modulations will be fragmented and superimposed with 
elements from the new key. An ostinato figure may be 
added to supply continuity and the foundation for these 
developments . Dissonantly complex combinations of tones 
may result from Joining several dissimilar ddioms. This 
type of modulation, with its incongruous elements, approxi-
mates a development section. Melodic fragmentation, 
rather than logical harmonic structures, constitute its 
main components . 
Pouleno uses this complexly textured type ot 
modulatory passage very 1nfrequently. 3 Shorter, more 
3see APPENDIX, Concerto !2! ~ ~~~ 
mm. 82-103, p. 154. 
I 
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direct modulations are more characteristic than the more 
lengthy and highly involved developments described above. 
Poulenc 1 s affinity to the less complex is not based upon 
arbitrary choice. This concept or embracing simpler 
modulatory passages is analo.gous with his use of' form, 
length, breadth, and scope of' most of his compositions. 
In most oases, lengthy modulations would create an 
inoonguity in his style. All or the preceding examples 
of modulatory development, with the exception of Example 
37, ··· attest to this use. 
II. SEQUENCE 
Sequential development is an integral part of 
Poulenc's harmonic style. Its use is a reflection of the 
ideals of "Lea Six". Simple, unadomed falling fifth 
progressions are used for their commonplace characteristic. 
A sequence containing this use is presented solely tor 
its intrinsic value, or, more rightly, its lack of' a 
positive value. In the Concerto ~ ~ Pianos, sequential 
development 1s used in this manner. Simplicity is of 
prime importance in this excerpt, which receives a minimum 
of embellishment through extended tertian structures and 
a rhythmic motive. 
II 
Example 41: Concerto for Two Pianos (Reduction ot tull 
score, Movemenr-III, Measures 44-45) 
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In the Concerto !&_ Organ, scale and arpeggio 
or.nament~tions are added to a basic sequence, but are not 
used to conceal its commonplace characteristics. Also, 
. ' ' 
by extending this idiom beyond its third repetition, Poulenc 
defies natural instinct and the unwritten law of avoiding 
a trite effect. However, the change of rhythm in the 
sequence divides the repetitions into two groups and adds 
an element of variety. A tightening of the rhythmic idiom, 
3/4, 3/4, 2/4, and 2/4, serves to condense the sequence 
and intensify the drive to''the return of the main thematic 
material in the fourth measure of Example 42. 
r 
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Concerto ~ Or~;n (Reduotion of full score, 
Measures 255-25 
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'In contrast to these preceding examples, the Andante 
movement from the Concer to for Two Pi anos evokes a less 
-- .................... -...-.. 
exuberant, more refined character. However, Pouleno 
yields to temptation and uses an even lengthier sequential 
passage. The melodic line is the important element of 
this passage, and is the result of successive suspensions . 
The harmonic activity tha~ supports this line contains 
only the recipient harmonies of the falling fitth (A flat--
G flat--F--ete . ) . The G flat tonality of this pattern 
provides harmonic variety in a prevailing E flat maJor 
tonality. The pedal B flat retains the intended tonality 
of the B section of a binary form . The ambiguity Qf the 
tonal center, resulting from the combination of tonalities 
a third apart, is resolved 1n measure eight to the tonic 
chord of B flat maJor. 
J 0 
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1 
A more subtle use lof the principles of sequential 
treatment are used in addition the preceding develop-
menta. The repetition of narmonic and melodic idioms at 
different pitch levels is used as a means of varying portions 
of a repeated section that is otherwise unchanged from its 
original presentation. Most often, the number of repetitions 
are not sufficient to warrant their classification as 
sequential development. Example 35 of the preceding section 
on MODULATION contains a characteristic presentation of 
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this development. 4 In this excerpt the repetition of the 
idiom in the third measure does not constitute true sequen-
tial treatment, since a third repetition is not present. 
However, three similar and successive shifts of tonality 
are used instead. Similar modulatory developments, Example 
34, uses only two repetitions of a harmonic and melodic 
idiom. 5 
This repetition of melodic and harmonic idioms, 
together with a simultaneous shirt of tonal centers, 
approximates sequential development. It is used almost 
exclusively as a source or development techniques. The 
"Salve Regina" from the Dialogues 2! l!1! Carmelites shows 
Poulenc's complete dependence upon this technique. This 
final portion of the opera is basically dependent upon the 
reiteration of an eight measure phrase for its entire 
harmonic and melodic content.6 
One further integral part of this development 
through repetition and simultaneous key change is supplied 
by the relationship of the third. The Examples ref,erred 
to in the two preceding paragraphs all contained key 
movement· in thirds. The use of this relationship brings 
4 Example 35, 86. See p. 
5see Example 34, p. 84. 
6see Example 18, p. 59. 
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these developments in closer correlation with its use in 
progression and modulation. The relationship or the 
third, as it was used 1n progression, approximated 
modulatory development, but did not contain sufficient 
development to establish these supposed new key areas. 
Modulation employed these progressions 1n thirds as a 
part or a larger modulatory scheme. In using this 
relationship or the third, progression, modulation, and 
sequence become ~e related aspects of its development. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONSOLIDA 1'ION 
Readily, it must be conceded that all ot the 
preceding concepts and developments are not entirely 
unique. Many ot these are traditional concepts that have 
served as material and methods ot development for many 
composers. Other concepts that foster less traditional 
usage are also difficult to designate as uniquely 
"Poulencian". Although the methods ot deriving these 
concepts have provided us with a vocabulary or diverse 
idioms, the element that renders them synonomous with 
Poulenc is his own peculiar method ot using and combining 
these idioms. When Poulenc's compositions become 
exemplifications that recall or approximate previous 
compositional endeavors, together they become representative 
ot a stylistic use ot these idioms. When united to tom 
the vocabulary ot Poulenc's compositions, the developments 
and concepts discussed previously emit this characteristic. 
A further delineating factor ot Poulenc' s harmonic idiom 
is this uniqueness ot application and continuity. 
Each individual composition or Poulenc has as its 
components its own unique combination ot the preceding 
concepts. Some may d1tter by incorporating material which 
may emphasize one particular idiom more than, or in the 
absence or, another. Others may present a balanced 
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combination or many elements. In the following discussion, 
the concepts or structure, progression, tonality, modulation, 
and sequence will be viewed within a larger framework or 
tonality. The preceding elemental units or progression 
function within the limits or the boundary or tonal 
organization. However, these areas or concentration, in 
turn, bear certain relationships to adjacent areas of 
development, which are united in formal entities in movements 
and complete compositions. This broadening concept reveals 
idiomatic usage of these smaller areas of tonal organization 
and unity. 
To the twentieth-century musician, Pouleno's 
stipulatory titles, indicating that a particular composition 
is in D minor, G major, or G minor, may seem simple and 
naive. This comment is partially true and significant, 
since many composers are using more unique and abstract 
methods of harmonic development. However, upon approaching 
Poulenc's music, we may, at times, be confronted with the 
enigma of trying to Justify the designation of a key and 
mode of a particular passage or section of development. 
As we have seen, sections containing these passages are 
derived from (1) the use of polychords, especially the 
major and minor seventh chords that appear to function in 
bitonal passages; and (2) the extensive use or non-
harmonic functions, which all but obscure an underlying 
harmonic structure. These and other similar developments 
' discussed earlier add the needed eopbistication to a 
traditional concept. 
All or the preceding diatonic progressions and 
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extended traditional concepts are united through the 
consolidation or a tonic. 'ifh81lo as the case may be 0 tAue 
units do not comprise an entire work in themselves, theJ 
will be one or many sections llhich adhere to varied tonal 
centers. They will, 1n turn, be joined by modulation and 
united through the use of s1111l&l' h~onic idioms, thematic 
material, key relationahlps, or other types or !oaal 
consolidation. Each section, however, will conaiat or and 
be governed by diatonic progression, and will be infiltrated 
with the less traditional idioms discussed in the earlier 
chapters. 
As seen rroa this discussion thus tar, lUI. entire 
composition, though united through a primary aource or 
tonality, may cons1at or aany secondary areaa or tonal 
organization. Some or these aay be beset With idioms 
presenting lUI. ubigut~us tonality. These id1as are 
developed adjacent to other idioms, presentlDg a constant 
vacillation or areas and types or hannonic deTelopment. 
Though it may seem to be .an endless string or incongruous 
hannonic development, united by a relativel7 re.G't'ed primary 
source, a composition is given further continuity through 
certain patterns or tonal unity which becom.e idiomatic. 
Secondary key levels !Unction as intermediaries between the 
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' larger concepts and the smaller units of progression. 
I 
Composed of the smaller idioms and Joined through modulation, 
they may be the result of the development of concepts not 
unlike the idioms or progression. These sections may 
function in relationship to one another as neighbor or 
passing tonalities to other secondary areas, or may gain 
importance through prolonged explC11tation. The primary 
source of tonal organization can be seen functioning as 
movements of a composition. These movements are formal 
units, which are consolidations of the smaller units, 
secondary areas, of supporting tonal activity. The following 
investigation of several movements reveals certain methods 
of construction, which stand out as idiomatic usage of 
tonal coherence. 
In the following discussion, a series of analyses 
of composition (presented in the form of graphs, of sections 
and movements) will be used to show compositional structure 
and unity. The first level of analysis will present the 
basic harmonic progression of the sections in question. 
It will differ from the actual music in that it will not 
contain melodic figuration and every non-harmonic function. 
The purpose is to present the basic harmonic movement and 
direction accompanied by a traditional analysi.s.. The 
second graph will consist of progressions that reveal 
I broader concepts of harmonic movement. Void of extended 
\ harmonic development and repetitive progression, it 
' 
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presents an unobstructed view of the harmomic direction 
of the movement. The third graph will show the resulting 
areas and levels of harmonic acti v1 ty. The importance of 
this graph is that it reveals the elementary methods of 
combining the different areas of tonal development. The 
fourth graph will reveal a broader concept of unification 
or the levels and areas or development. 
A harmonic style, which adheres so strictly to 
simple diatonic progression, and, at the same time, is 
segmented by the use of quick movement of tonal areas, 
requires a graph technique which will logically convey 
this style. Melody, linear idioms, and harmonic progression 
are all affected by this successive shift of areas of 
concentration. A voice-leading graph or one depending upon 
melodic line would not capture and fully represent these 
characteristics. In the following graphs, Poulenc's harmonic 
idiom is presented and portrayed by relying upon the 
stability or root movement. Many or the previous develop-
menta have supported the importance Poulenc placed in the 
foundation. The moat constantly employed device to further 
this end is the oatinato. Poulenc's dependence upon this 
device is exemplified in the Concerto !2£ ~ Pianos, the 
Concerto for Orsan, the D1aloe;ues !£. !:a! Carmelites, the 
Gloria, and the !!!!:!.!.• 
A voice-leading graph may often be necessary to 
account for the linearization of an harmonic or several 
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harmonic structures. Its use is limited to these sections, 
which are usually contained 1n the initial graph that 
presents the basic progressiona. The following example 
from the H!!! is presented to show this application. The 
musical excerpt is followed by two linear graph analyses. 
These analyses in graph form allow for the discrimination 
between non-harmonic functions, appogiatura chords, false 
resolution, and essential tones. After the initial graph, 
Graph "A", this method becomes less useful, since the 
underlying harmonic structure becomes more evident--
represented 1n Graph "B". 
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Example 44: Mass 
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A simple though very representative example of 
Pouleno ' s consolidation can be found in the f i rst section 
of the Conoerto !2£ Organ, Measures 50-97. The first 
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graph of- Example 44 reveals the basic harmonic progression, 
which begins in the key of G minor and eventually returns 
in measure 86 to complete the section. Divergent tonali-
ties are used for the intermediary developments. A 
pattern disclosing these areas of harmonic development is 
discernible in Graph II, where progression is presented 
void of cluttered embellishing progressions. A transition 
is affected by the use of the minor dominant of G minor, 
which becomes the mediant triad in its relative major in 
measure 56. The interval' of subsequent key relation-
ships, the third, is established by this initial development. 
Although all the modulations are not affected by the same 
means, in the same direction, and by the same distance of 
a thi~, the third remains the basic interval of key 
relationship. Modulations to the key areas of F sharp 
minor and D minor are affected by using the major triad 
built upon the third degree of the minor tonality directly 
preceding these areas. These med1ant triads, in turn, 
function respectively as dominants in F sharp minor and 
D minor. The transitions to the areas of F minor, E minor, 
and G minor are made by the diminished seventh chord. The 
areas of A flat major and c major are approached by direct 
movement void of modulatory developments. 
Graph III, in presenting the resulting area and 
levels of key constructton, reveals further means of 
consolidation. A pattern is formed ~ the_ use of successive 
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key areas a major or minor third apart. Two augmented 
triads are formed, the extremities of each being a minor 
third's distance from the main tonality of G minor and 
the middle tonality of F minor. In this construction, 
the area of F minor stands out as a mid-focal point between 
the extremities of G minor. This point of view is 
substantiated by the use of identical material in the 
sections directly preceding the F minor tonality and the 
return to G minor. D minor bears this relationship to 
E minor. 
The final graph shows this relationship of F minor 
to G minor to be one of a lower neighbor. Although these 
relationships are not discernible by the ear in the compo-
sition itself, 1t remains a structural element which 
unites this section. 
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A &imilar pattern of construction is presented by 
the second and subsequent graphs of the fifth section, 
measures 315-361, of the Concerto l2£ Orsan. G major and 
its tonic minor supply the opposite extremes as well as 
the key for interior development of this section. A 
departure from G major is made, measure 327, to B flat 
major. Other changes of the tonality also affected without 
transition material, are made in the following measure to 
D flat major and F minor. Subsequent development leads 
back to B flat which is now presented in the minor mode. 
In the following developments, a diminished seventh chord 
functions as viio7 in C major, moving the key area a 
major·second from B flat. Successive key areas a third 
apart, , E major and G major, lead back to the tonic key 
of G. The developments in measures 344-55 do not involve 
new key &reas. However, successive triads a third apart 
are presented as the sole source of harmonic development. 
Each structure is not preceded or followed by triadic 
relationships that would define their use as new key 
areas. Used in this way, they are structures of progression. 
In Graph III, a pattern is again formed by these 
elementary movements of the third. The chord of B flat 
major and D flat major are presented Without applied 
dominant functions. F minor, in measure 329, is presented 
without its applied dominant, functioning as if it were to 
become a new area of concentration. However, this chord 
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is transformed and functions as the dominant or B flat 
minor. The area or C major, which is approached from a 
whole step below, is used as a means of returning to the 
tonic key of G. This is achieved by using the successive 
areas or E major and G major without development. The 
triad of G major is then transformed by the substitution 
or the minor third, after which it receives prolonged 
emphasis and returns as the tonic key. All of these areas, 
with the exception of G major and C major, are movements 
ot progression which receive little or no development. 
Upon ~he return to G major in measure 348, it is quickly 
left. by successive areas a third apart. These areas are 
also not developed in any way so as to establish a new 
tonal ~enter. Used in this way, they are also passing 
chords, which eventually return to the main tonality from 
a half step below. 
The last graph shows C major to be of secondary 
importance 1n this scheme of key relationships. This is 
substantiated by Pouleno's choice of this key to return to 
the original thematic material. Also, it stands in the 
same relationship to the preceding key as does F sharp 
major to the final return to G major. 
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The introduction of the Concerto !2£ Organ contains 
a similar harmonic development to these two sections 
previously d1soussed. 1 The second chord of the introduction 
presents an ambiguity or function by containing dominant 
features of both G minor and B flat major. The object or 
an introduction is to prelude and set the tone for the 
coming material. This role is carried out by the inclusion 
of this chordal combination. Subsequent developments in 
the introduction reveal traces of the implication of this 
structure. W1 thin the main tonal! ty of G minor, elements 
ot its. relative major, B flat major, are infiltrated. 
S1m1~arly, in the secondary area of B minor, D major 
receiv~s passing recognition. The idioms presented within 
this introduction are but a preliminary view or what is to 
' 
take place in subsequent developments. The preceding 
discussions have revealed the subsequent developments of 
this introductory material. 
Every composition does not present such strict 
.. 
usage or the relationship of the third. The "Salve Regina", 
the fourth scene of the third act of the Dialogues £! ~ 
Carmelites, presents a few variations of the preceding 
methods or construction. Only the second and successive 
graphs will be presented in Example 46. A complete first 
analysis followed by the other graph is found in the APPENDIX. 
1see APPENDIX, Concerto ~ Orsan, p. 136. 
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In Graph II, a variety or means is found to be 
employed by Poulenc to move between the following key 
areas. Enharmonic and chromatic modulations, which have 
been fullY discussed in Cnapter V, account for the majority 
of transpositions. A very commonplace chord vocabulary 
is enlarged by the use of the minor seventh chord. As 
a function of tonic harmony, it presents the familiar 
ambiguity of simultaneous use of tonic and mediant areas 
of development. The analysis of this section is indicated 
by a bracket including the ·mediant over the tonic, and 
signifies a basic tonic tonality beset with a secondary 
development of the mediant area. 
· Graph III presents the levels and areas of construc-
tion. As the graph indicates, C minor stands out as the 
main tonality. Although previous acts and scenes or the 
opera could be used to support this view, its development 
in this scene also substantiates the importance or the key 
of C minor. However, it is only upon the return to C 
minor in measure 70 and subsequent development that this 
becomes apparent. Over one-third of the length of this 
scene is given to development 1n the key of C minor. , 
A middle section composed of the areas or G minor, 
F sharp minor, E minor, A flat minor, and F minor separate 
the initial C minor presentation and its return in measure 
10. The perfect fifth plays an important role in this 
scheme of development. The key areas ~f G minor and F minor 
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are each the distance of a perfect fifth from the extremes 
ot C minor. F sharp minor, as it is designated on this 
graph, is but a passing tonality between G and E minor, 
and receives only four measures of presentation and 
development. The successive keys of E, A flat, and F minor, 
each a third apart, are developed before the return to 
C minor. They are not, as previously used in the Concerto 
~ Organ, passing tonalities or progreesions. Each 
receives sufficient development to warrant its designation 
as a new area of development • 
. In the final graph, the important areas of presenta-
tion.and development are C minor and the areas a third 
above·and below. The initial area of A minor is used for 
two pr~sentations of the thematic material before moving 
to C minor. C minor, at this point, measure 21, does not 
rival the importance of A minor. It is only upon its 
return, Measure 70, that C minor exerts its full impact. 
The area of E minor receives less emphasis than A minor. 
•' 
However, it receives more emphasis in presentation and 
development than the other areas bound by the extremes of 
the first and last development of the key of C minor. 
Within this middle section it stands out as the main foca1 
point. 
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The examination of a relatively recent work, the 
Gloria, also reve~ls Poulenc's dependence upon the interval 
of a third as a relationship in larger concepts of harmonic 
development. Though only the first section will be dis-
cussed here, a complete analysis of the entire work is found 
in the APPENDIX. The first twelve measures allude to the 
following developments in this section. A seemingly 
straightforward G major tonality is complicated by the 
developments in measure 15. The introduction gives the 
impression of developing the G major tonality, but, at the 
same time, gives added support to B minor by cadencing 
twice upon this mediant triad. Upon cadencing, the third 
reiteration of this idiom is diverted to a dominant seventh 
chord whose root is a third below the tonic. A change in 
texture follows this dominant seventh, that is not resolved 
immediately or conventionally. Its role is taken by the 
C minor seventh and resolves to F minor in measure 13. 
After another deceptive cadence to the dominant of G minor, 
this dominant seventh progresses down a third to B minor 
and concludes the introduction. The purpose of this change 
in direction, beginning with the dominant seventh built 
upon E and the subsequent change in texture, is to divorce 
the initial eleven measures where B minor is only of 
secondary importance. This section enables B minor to 
emerge, in measure 15, as a seemingly natural key for 
continuation. A traditional analysis accounts for the 
remainder of the first graph. 
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The second graph shows these developments of the 
introductory measures to be cente:red ·· around G major, but, 
at the same time, giving added importance to its mediant 
triad. Though not being developed as a new key area, the 
triads a third apart allude to the developments used 
throughout the remainder of the section. 
The main part of this section, measures 15-55, uses 
the mediant, B minor, and its dominant as a basis for 
harmonic development. A return to G major 1a encountered 
near the close of this movement, which again gives way to 
B minor at the final cadence. The most extensive develop-
ment of this section is centered around the dominant of 
the mediant. This dominant area, F sharp major, shares 
ita role with its mediant, enharmonically spelled as B flat 
major, and its applied dominant, F major. A, constant 
vacillation of the areas of F sharp major, F major, and 
B flat major is used for the development of the thematic 
material. 
In the final grapn, F sharp major is shown as a 
derivative of B minor, which, in turn, is a derivative of 
G major. Each is dependent upon the other for its validity 
as areas of development. However, B minor gains a position 
of prominence through (1) its repeated emphasis within the 
key of G major; ( 2) its major role in originating the 
development of F sharp major; (3) its mediatory place between 
the area of G major and F sharp major; and (4) its presence 
in the final cadence. 
. 
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Example 48: Gloria (Reduction of piano-vocal score, 
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The examination of a section of one further work 
will be presented to support the importance of the 
relationship of the third in larger concepts of harmonic 
development. The uKyrie" from the !!!!.! is an earlier work 
than the Gloria and employs a more varied harmonic technique. 
However, this section will also reveal similar developments 
as did the preceding investigation • 
. 
The G major tonality is established in the initial 
measures in the form of an introduction. Subsequent 
development in the first section of the "Kyrie" produces 
an allusive tonic of G. In measures 3-5, it is given a 
Mixolydian .flavor by the absence of the leading tone. 
This is later confi.nned, after exploiting the subdominant 
area or the tonic of C, with a strong cadence to 0 minor 
in measures 9 and 10. The C tonality is left in the same 
manner as it was approached; the subdominant area being 
followed by a return to the tonality of G. 
The "Christe" begins in the submed1ant key of the 
,,.., 
main tonality. The development in this section is quite 
straightforward, affecting ·& modulation to the original 
G tonality. Since its harmonic development is quite 
explanatory in itself, the retum of the "Kyriet', measure 
30, do~s not warrant fUrther elaboration. 
The first and second gra-pne, of which only the 
second is presented in .Example 49,. readily classify and 
'l 
define these coJnplex units of progression. The third graph 
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shows G major to be the germinating tonality. However, it 
readily yields to become a dominant function of its sub-
dominant. · The C tonality becomes the object of development 
in both major and minor modes. The return to G, measure 
12, is also presented in the minor mode, which, in measures 
12-19, is interchanged with its tonic major. The "Christe" 
section is also the object of interchange of mode. The 
G tonality returns again in measure 25 in the minor form 
and retains this characteristic fluctuation of modes for 
the final "Kyrieu section. -
.Although the complete "Kyr1en contains several 
develppments that did not receive as extensive a presentation 
in the-preceding excerpts, Graph IV shows this section to 
have a ~imple underlying construction. The main tonality 
of G is used as the basis for harmonic development in the 
"Kyrie" sections, while the "Christet• employs the med1ant 
area of B major. 
:E;xample 49: Mass (Kyr1e, Complete) 
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The preceding examination and observations yield 
conclusive evidence that Poulenc 1 s larger concepts or 
unity and harmonic development revolve around the use or 
major and minor thirds. Mov•ent by thirds was round to 
be either to a new tonal center, which is tully developed, 
or to chords which do not receive development or applied 
dominant function. The latter ia a form or progression 
which has supplied the bail is ror many or Poulenc 1 s 
developments. Its use stands in contrast to the larger 
concepts employing actual shifts or the tonal center. 
These larger concepts or compositional practice 
that provide the necessary unit7 did not develop from 
abstract concepts. Rather, the7 are closely related to 
the use and development or the maJor and minor seventh 
chorda. The division of this structure, and its simultan-
eous and adjacent development, relates these broader 
concepts or harmonic development and tonal organization a 
third apart. 
It would be misleading to emphasize this concept 
without giving place to developments not possessing this 
derivative. Though not the obJect or extended use and 
development, other relationships provide the necessary 
element or variety. The second, perfect fourth, or perfect 
fifth may replace and occupy a larger formal concept or 
a composition. The second movement or the Concerto !2t 
;wo Pianos may be cited as an example that uses the perfect 
fourth. Poulenc, in corresponding with the two-piano 
team ot Arthur Gold and Robert Fizdale with regard to 
another composition, refers to this second movement ot 
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the Concerto as ~ • • • a poetic game before the portrait 
ot Mozart hanging on my wall n2 In Poulenc's • • • 
attempt to tully capture and convey this mood, his 
characteristic relationships are toresaken tor more 
traditional relationships. However, though the larger 
concept is void ot the relationship ot the third, its 
elemental use is present. Also, the movements that embrace 
this "Mozartian Andante" reveal a return to the third as 
a primary element. 
All ot the supporting examples in this section are 
portions ot larger compositions. Their validity is not 
rendered lese significant by larger concepts ot compositional 
construction. These methods we have observed are used in 
the organization ot entire works as well as the sections 
and movements that were under investigation. In the APPENDIX, 
these relationships may be viewed in addition to the examples 
that have been drawn upon to fUrnish substantiating material 
tor this presentation. 
2Irving Kolodin, "The Merit ot Poulenc," Saturday 
Review, (February 23, 1963), p. 49. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
The investigations in the preceding chapters reveal 
the content or Poulenc's harmonic idioae. The basic and 
integral components or ha:nnonic structure, progression, 
tonality, modulation, and sequence each disclosed a 
dependence upon the traditional concepts or the period 
ot common practice. An adaptation or these concepts, 
rather than abstract developments or innovations, furnish 
the basis or Poulenc Is ha:nnonic idiom;.. 
Tertian chords are the basic structures or Poulenc!s 
chord vocabulary, and diatonic progressions supply their 
ha:nnonic unity. These concepts serve both as a basis 
and foundation or progression and as a source tor further 
development. Their development has fostered less traditional 
concepts. Together these developments form the basic 
elements or Poulenc Is ha:nnonio idiom. 
Within the bounds or a traditional concept or 
tonality, ambiguous tonal centers result from the develop-
ment or the major and minor seventh chords. When the 
seventh chord is divided into two separate triads, each 
may be developed as separate tonal centers. The development 
ot these triads adjacently produces a fluctuation or tonal 
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centers a third apart. The elament of ambiguity in a 
given tonality 1a the result of phrases containing this 
use. On occasion, the simultaneous developaent of these 
fluctuations produces a bitonal harmonic texture. 
Non-harmonic functions provide another source 
which enlarge and borsden the bonds of diatonic progression. 
In the momentary absence of progression, one harmonic 
structure may be embellished and expanded to a point beyond 
the scope of traditional progression. Unresolved non-
harmonic functions, together w1. th aecundai writing, provide 
a disfigurement of traditional structures. 
The freedom in moving between maJor and minor modes 
and the inclusion of modal idioms also adds variety and 
augments a traditional concept. Tonality yields ita 
firmly fixed boundaries to these elements and is deprived 
of ita strong dominant-tonic progression. 
Modulation and sequence add further variety to 
these developments. Quick changes of areas employing these 
harmonic developments are affected by simple enharmonic and 
chromatic modulations. Particularly effective are those 
that employ no passage of transition and, 1n turn, produce 
shifts of areas of harmonic developments. Similarly, the 
superimposing of elements from the adjacent tonalities 
produces a varied modulatory technique. Together with a 
traditional application of sequential development, these 
concepts are found to embrace the Simple and commonplace 
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while striving for a uniqueness of presentation through 
unconformity. 
Tonality receives a new guise when these develop.ents 
are applied simultaneously, side by side, and in place of 
traditional concepts. The amalgamation of all these 
developments and techniques revitalizes a concept in 
retrospect. 
The investigations of each of these aspects of 
Poulenc's style have revealed a harmonic idiom that is 
dependent upon the traditional concepts of structure, 
tonality, modulation, and sequence. Poulenc's concepts 
are daringly based upon diatonic progression, while 
being inclined to many of the developments of the 
twentieth century. 
One further generalization which embraces many of 
Poulenc 1 s concepts can be formulated :f'rom the preceding 
investigations: the importance of the relationship and 
developm~nt of the interval of the third. The significance 
of its deTelopment is a principle element of Poulenc 1 s 
harmonic development. Tertian structures, progression, 
polychords, bitonality, modulation, sequences, pedal point, 
and larger concepts of harmonic development depend upon 
the exploitation of the major and minor third. Together 
with a traditional harmonic vocabulary, they form the 
basis of Poulenc 1 s harmonic idiom. 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
Composers in the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century and the first quarter of the twentieth century 
were confronted with the probl• ot either choosing one 
ot the new techniques and harmonic vocabularies of 
composition or following along the lines of past 
development. The former implies and defines a break 
with tradition and, in many oases, a complete severing 
of relationships with the old. The development of 
abstract concepts together with innovation becomes the 
prime concern. The latter, 1n following along the lines 
of the preceding developments of traditional concepts, 
continues, develops, and expands those concepts which 
cradled the younger musician. In choosing the latter, 
the composer continues a logical development of ingrained 
concepts which evolve as a natural means tor expression. 
Poulenc, in following his creative impulse, chose 
the natural means of expression. In all the elements, the 
obscure is absented. Contrived developments are not 
coveted in the vocabulary ot Poulcc' s expression. A 
natural inclination toward the past and present with the 
intent ot creating with naturalness is Poulenc's choice. 
Affinities to Mozart and Schubert are exemplified by 
allusive and literal homage to these men. His ties with 
the contemporary are well represented with th• intrigue 
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of the idioms of Debussy and early works of Stravinsky, 
in addition to the llterary world including Jacob, 
Appolinaire, Eluard, and Cocteau. 
The composers that chose and developed newer 
methods of expression went further than a mere break 
with the bonds of tradition. In turn, the rapport 
between the composer and public was replaced by antasonism. 
Many composers realized this situation and deliberately 
tried to bridge this gap by simplification. Others, 
like Paul Hindemith, through "Gebrauchsmusic", intended 
to educate the public in the new trends. Poulenc, in 
his choice of a natural means of expression, neither 
enlarged this gap or deliberately tried to assume the 
opposite role. In his naturalness was an innate 
characteristic of pleasure. 
Compared to his countryman, Claude Debussy, Poulenc's 
endeavors do not grant him a unique place in the development 
of harmonic idioms. Milhaud'a productivity and Honegger's 
profundity also dwarf the lone survivor of the ideals of 
"Les Six". However, among the positive values of Poulenc's 
idiom He the thiread which will serve to unite the 
traditional with the more radical. 
This value does not present an unprecedented 
concept. Some of his contemporaries, in addition to the 
younger generation, have adopted similar concepts which 
will also serve this end. Together these composers will 
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contribute to an evaluation of traditional concepts with 
each composer contributing his own unique combination of 
developments. 
More specifcally, we have found Poulenc's idiom. 
to be allied more closely to traditional concepts than 
to the less traditional. Each element, though concealed 
in presentation, reveals a lineage of common practice. 
Tonality sets the arbitrary boundaries which are widened 
by the idiomatic application of the major and minor seventh 
chords and non-harmonic functions. Collectively, it 
imparts a concept one step removed from traditional prac-
tice enlarged by nineteenth-century concepts. 
The profound display of religious fervor, ignited 
by the loss of his close friend Pierre-Octave Ferroud in 
1935, creates a delineation in the general style of Poulenc. 
The witful humorist, having matured and perhaps mellowed 
by this experience, turned to religion for his source of 
inspiration. Though affecting the mood, tone, and medium 
of presentation, it had little, if any, effect upon his 
harmonic vocabulary, which remains to Poulenc a' natural 
means of expression. 
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APPENDIX 
CONCERTO FOR ORGAN, 
STRING ORCHESTRA AND TIMPANI 
(1938) 
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